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Abstract

Within healthcare there is a market pull for biomedical devices that can
rapidly perform laboratory processes, such as diagnostic testing, in a hand-
held format. For this reason, biomedical devices must become smaller, more
sophisticated, and easier to use for a reasonable cost. However, despite the
accelerating academic research on biomedical microdevices, and especially
plastic-based microfluidic chips, there is still a gap between the inventions in
academia and their benefit to society. To bridge this gap there is a need for
new materials which both exhibit similar properties as industrial thermoplas-
tics, and that enable rapid prototyping in academia.

In this thesis, thiol-ene and thiol-ene-epoxy thermosets are evaluated both
in terms of their suitability for rapid prototyping of biomedical microdevices
and their potential for industrial manufacturing of “lab-on-chips”.

The first part of the thesis focuses on material development of thiol-ene
and thiol-ene-epoxy thermosets. Chemical and mechanical properties are
studied, as well as in vitro biocompatibility with cells.

The second part of the thesis focuses on microfabrication methods for
both thermosets. This includes reaction injection molding, photostructuring,
and surface modification. It is demonstrated how thiol-ene and thiol-ene-
epoxy both provide advantageous thermo-mechanical properties and versatile
surface modifications via “thiol-click chemistry”.

In the end of the thesis, two applications for both polymer platforms are
demonstrated. Firstly, thiol-ene is used for constructing nanoliter well arrays
for liquid storage and on-demand electrochemical release. Secondly, thiol-
ene-epoxy is used to enhance the biocompatibility of neural probes by tuning
their flexibility.

It is concluded that both thiol-ene and thiol-ene-epoxy thermosets exhibit
several properties that are highly suitable for rapid prototyping as well as for
scalable manufacturing of biomedical microdevices.

Keywords: biomedical microdevices, lab-on-a-chip, off-stoichiometry thiol-
ene (OSTE), thiol-ene-epoxy, hybrid polymer networks, reaction injection
molding (RIM), photostructuring, surface modification, bonding, liquid en-
capsulation, biocompatibility

Alexander Vastesson, vaste@kth.se, Department of Micro and Nanosystems,
School of Electrical Engineering, KTH Royal Institute of Technology,
SE 100 44 Stockholm, Sweden
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Sammanfattning

Ny biomedicinsk teknik omfattar i allt större utsträckning miniatyrisering
av laborativa processer, så de snabbt, billigt och enkelt kan genomföras på
plastbaserade mikrochip. Trots många goda akademiska forskningsresultat är
det svårt att nå ut till samhället med nya uppfinningar. Denna klyfta beror
på att det finns ett behov för nya material och tillverkningsmetoder som
både tillåter snabb och enkel prototyptillverkning inom forskningen, men som
dessutom visar liknande materialegenskaper och tillverkningsmöjligheter som
för industriplaster.

I denna avhandling så undersöks lämpligheten hos tiol-en- samt tiol-ene-
epoxi-härdplaster som material för snabb prototyptillverkning, för industri-
anpassad tillverkning av “labb på chip”, och för utveckling av hjärnimplantat.
Den första delen av detta arbete ägnas åt utveckling av de båda härdplasterna,
samt åt materialkaraktäriseringsstudier och in vitro biokompatibilitetsegen-
skaper.

I den andra delen av arbetet undersöks lämpliga mikrofabrikationsmeto-
der för båda polymerplattformarna. Det demonstreras hur både tiol-en och
tiol-en-epoxi-härdplaster har attraktiva termomekaniska och ytkemiska egen-
skaper som gör dem lämpliga för tekniker såsom reaktionsformsprutning, fo-
tostrukturering och ytmodifikation.

Slutet på avhandlingen ger två exempel på applikationer för de båda po-
lymerplattformarna. I den första applikationen används tiol-en för att kon-
struera chip med mikrobrunnar för inkapsling, lagring, samt elektrokemisk
frisläppning av vätskevolymer i nanoliter-skalan. I den andra applikationen
används tiol-en-epoxi för att konstruera flexibla hjärnimplantat med förbätt-
rad biokompatibilitet.

Slutsatsen från arbetet är att båda polymerplattformerna uppvisar fle-
ra egenskaper som förenklar tillverkningen av prototyper inom forskningen,
men som även är högintressanta för industriell tillverkning av biomedicinska
mikroverktyg och material.

Alexander Vastesson, vaste@kth.se, Avdelningen för Mikro- och Nanosystem,
Skolan för Elektro- och Systemteknik, KTH Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan,
100 44 Stockholm
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Objectives & Overview

Objectives

The aim of this Ph.D. project was to develop new materials and fabrication tech-
niques that are widely adaptable for manufacturing of polymer-based biomedical
microdevices. There are two main topics that this thesis will discuss; firstly, the
need for a new polymer materials platform which is adapted for manufacturing
of biomedical microdevices; and secondly, the manufacturability of thiol-ene and
thiol-ene-epoxy based microdevices for in vitro and in vivo applications.

The two application areas of interest in this thesis are lab-on-a-chip systems,
in particular point-of-care testing, and biocompatibility of polymeric microdevices.
This is demonstrated by research results in the fields of polymer chemistry, mi-
crostructuring methods, liquid encapsulation, and neural implants.

The outcome of the work described in this thesis was the development of:

1. A new polymer material platform for biomedical microdevices

2. Microfabrication techniques using new polymer materials

3. Polymer-based biomedical microdevices and components

Structure of thesis

This thesis is divided into six chapters (Figure 1).The first chapter gives a gen-
eral introduction to polymeric biomedical microdevices. This includes a discussion
about the motivation behind miniaturization of these devices, a discussion about
the importance of microdevices for both research and healthcare, as well as several
examples of commonly used materials and manufacturing methods for fabrication
of polymeric biomedical microdevices. The first chapter ends with an discussion
about the need for new polymeric materials in this context. In the second chapter,
a thiol-ene-based polymer platform is introduced and its advantages and drawbacks
are discussed in terms of material properties and in vitro cell biocompatibility. In
the third chapter, it is explained why inclusion of epoxy to thiol-ene polymers pro-
vides several advantages for fabrication of microdevices, as well as enabling novel
chemical and mechanical features for the fabricated devices. The manufacturability

xiii
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of both thiol-ene- and thiol-ene-epoxy-based microdevices are discussed in chapter
4, and examples of applications for both polymer platforms are given in chapter 5.
Finally, conclusions about the research on these polymer platforms are being drawn
in the 6th chapter.

Ch. 6: Conclusions

Polymer platforms

Thiol-Ene-Epoxy Thiol-Ene

Ch. 4: Microstructuring & 
Back-end Processing methods

OSTE+RIM

Photostructuring

Surface modification

Novel mechanism
for photostructuring

Ch. 5: Biomedical Applications Neural probe Liquid encapsulation
& release

Ch. 1: Introduction 
Biomedical microdevices

Need for new materials

Ch. 2-3: Polymer Development 
& Material Properties Studies Cell viabilityControlled two-stage curing 

& material properties

Figure 1: Illustration showing the logical outline of the thesis and connections between
different research focus areas.



Chapter 1

Polymeric Biomedical
Microdevices

With the arrival of modern microelectronics our lives have changed quite signifi-
cantly, even if just considering the last two decades. Today, more than 50% of the
world’s population is connected to each other via the Internet by using a mobile
broadband subscription (at the year 2000 the proportion of households with Inter-
net access was only about 6%) [1]. The combination of modern microelectronics and
microtechnologies has also made a huge impact on healthcare. The ongoing minia-
turization of electronic devices and the use of smartphone apps has changed the
view on the delivery of care to patients. Terms such as medical Internet-of-things
(mIOT) and electronic health (e-health) has sprung out from this view [2]. These
technologies are expected to enable personalized health coaching that is adapted
for each individual’s conditions. Miniaturization has also enabled the development
of new diagnostic devices for monitoring and testing of several different types of
infectious diseases at the primary care level, at home, or at resource-poor settings.
These new diagnostic tools are expected to decentralize laboratory testing, reduce
the amount of unnecessary hospital visits, and to improve global health [3]. In
addition, besides health coaching and diagnostics, the arrival of new implantable
devices are expected to enable direct treatment or to accomplish in situ organ
function. For example, so-called electroceuticals are now being developed for the
medical treatment of individual nerves and neural circuits via electrical impulses
using in vivo bioelectronic microdevices [4]. However, new commercial biomedical
devices have to become smaller, more sophisticated, system-integrated, easier-to-
use, and safe. This will require development of sustainable new materials and
scalable manufacturing methods. For this purpose, plastic materials, i.e. poly-
mers, offer great promise. Polymeric materials are ubiquitous today and play an
important role within the area of biomedicine. The main reasons are due to their
versatile mechanical properties, manufacturability, chemical functionality, and abil-
ity to enhance biocompatibility. These features have contributed to that polymers

1



2 CHAPTER 1. POLYMERIC BIOMEDICAL MICRODEVICES

are now widely considered as a highly cost-efficient alternative to inorganic materi-
als when manufacturing biomedical microdevices, and the trend is to use polymers
in applications which have traditionally not been theirs∗ [7].

This chapter will introduce some important concepts for in vitro biomedical
microdevices with emphasis on polymer-based devices. The technical aspects of
manufacturing polymer microdevices will be discussed as well as advantages and
drawbacks of typically chosen materials. Finally, when considering innovation of
biomedical devices in healthcare one has to carefully consider the polymeric material
choice during design as well as during manufacturing in order to avoid gaps between
research and industry. Therefore, the end of the chapter will conclude with a
reflection upon the need for new polymer materials and prototyping standards for
development of biomedical microdevices.

1.1 In vitro Biomedical Microdevices

Liquid handling of chemical reagents, solvents, and biological samples is quintessen-
tial within the wide field of biomedicine. Samples ranging from organisms, tissues,
and cells, to proteins, DNA, and molecules all require certain protocols for extrac-
tion, storage, preparation, processing, and analysis, in which one or several steps
require liquid handling. For example, to enable diagnosis of several diseases clin-
icians who handle patient samples typically need to dissolve the sample to purify,
extract, dilute, or concentrate the analytes of interest before running a suitable as-
say. Unfortunately, liquid handling is also very time-consuming as it often requires
many instances of user-involvement such as pipetting, liquid mixing, centrifugation,
and filtration. It is desirable to work with as little amount of fluid as required,
and with as few short user-involvement steps as possible. By miniaturizing liquid
handling there are several advantages and enabling features that can be accessed.
Firstly, by reducing the sample and reagent volumes reaction dynamics rather than
diffusive dynamics of analytes can be studied in micro-reactors with high resolution
and sensitivity [8, 9]. Secondly, avoiding long diffusion distances can also help in
reducing the required operational time enabling rapid processing and analysis [10].
Thirdly, miniaturized systems allow for a more precise manipulation of fluids which
enables spatiotemporal control of chemical environments [11]. Finally, it is impor-
tant to consider that the physical phenomena of fluids at the sub-millimeter length
scale, and smaller, are different from those at the macroscale. The science of sys-
tems with fluids in the sub-microliter to attoliter range (Table 1.1) has been termed
microfluidics [12].

For almost three decades ago, technologies that were first developed in the
fields of semiconductors and micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) started to
be used for manufacturing of silicon- (and/or glass-) based microfluidic systems

∗Undoubtedly, there are several concerns about the environmental impact of plastic materials
and their precursors [5], and there must be a strive for sustainability, e.g by development of
monomers from renewable resources [6].
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Table 1.1: Size, volume, and diffusion characteristics in microfluidic systems.

Cube side length Volume Number of solute ions
in 1 µM NaCla

1 mm 1 µL (10−6L) 1012

100 µm 1 nL (10−9L) 109

1 µm 1 fL (10−15L) ≈1200
100 nm 1 aL (10−18L) ≈1

Characteristic diffusivities (adapted from [8])
Particle Typical size Diffusion constantb

Mammalian cell 10 µm 0.02 µm2 s−1

Bacterium 1 µm 0.2 µm2 s−1

Virus 100 nm 2 µm2 s−1

Small protein 5 nm 40 µm2 s−1

Solute ion 0.1 nm 2000 µm2 s−1

a based on Avogadro’s number 6.022 14× 1023 mol−1
b in water at room temperature

[9,12]. However, silicon-based microdevices are typically expensive and unnecessary
to use, or are inappropriate for studying biological systems. For many microfluidic
applications today silicon and glass has been replaced by polymeric materials.

1.1.1 Microfluidic Components for Liquid Handling

Liquid handling in microfluidic devices typically utilize a number of microstruc-
tured components that serve different functions. Typical microfluidic components
include channels, pumps, filters, valves, mixers, chambers, and wells. These are
combined into a microfluidic system which allows for liquid handling, manipula-
tion, and processing.

To appreciate the phenomena in microchannels it is useful to consider the char-
acteristic length, which represents the characteristic dimension of the microsystem
rather than its total length. As the characteristic length L of a system is reduced
the ratio of surface area ∼L2 to volume ∼L3 is increased. Thus, surface tension
and capillary forces will be dominating rather than gravity which will have no sig-
nificant effect. As the characteristic length L of a microchannel decreases fluid flow
will be dominated by viscous forces instead of inertial forces, i.e. shear stress of
the liquid due to turbulence has less or no significance compared to shear stress
due to viscosity [8, 13]. As a consequence, microfluidic systems typically feature
linear fluid flows that are laminar. However, fluid flows at this scale are sensitive
to micro- and nano-scale surface roughness. To enable repeatable and precise fluid
control the surfaces of microfluidic systems have to be smooth.
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Microfluidic system with 
several integrated functions

outlets air

liquid in channel

microscopic
surface roughness

Shape & smothness
 of channels depends 
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manufacturing technique
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hydrophobic hydrophilic

Surface modification to 
control of wettability in channels

liquid

T-shaped
channel
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flow
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by deformation
of membrane

open liquid channel
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rubbery 
membrane

1.

flow

2.

θ θ

Figure 1.1: Some typical microfluidic components that can be integrated into a mi-
crofluidic system include a) channels, b) fluid mixers, c) passive (burst) valves, d) active
(pneumatic) valves, and e) chambers or well arrays.

Channels of different geometries make up the main liquid transportation routes
in microfluidic devices. The cross-sectional geometry of a channel is important to
consider when designing a microfluidic system. In some applications a parabolic ge-
ometry might be advantageous compared to a rectangular geometry [14]. Although,
often due to most manufacturing processes the channel cross-section is rectangular
(or triangular), while the channel length can be up to several centimeters in length
depending on the application (Figure 1.1a).

In several microfluidic systems the fluid flow is pressure-driven and a pressure
difference is needed to put the fluid into motion. Fluidic control in microfluidic
channels is often achieved by either controlling the pressure difference or alterna-
tively controlling the flow-rate. Thus, a leak-tight sealing or bonding is critical to
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ensure proper fluid flow.
Different type of pumps can be used to induce microfluidic flows. The pump-

ing action can either be integrated in the channels, e.g. in form of capillary
pumps [15–17], or be externally driven, e.g. in the form of syringe pumps [18],
compressed-air pumps [19], diffuser pumps [20,21], or peristaltic pumps [14]. From
a miniaturization perspective capillary pumps are interesting since fluids are trans-
ported through narrow channels or porous materials via capillary action. Thus,
capillary pumps do not have to rely on external equipment, which is a typical
requirement for point-of-care microdevices (see next section).

Mixing is a function of critical importance in microfluidic systems due to the
nature of the fluid flows. For example, two fluid streams that meet in a straight
and smooth micro-scale channel will not mix convectively, but rather via diffusion.
This effect is widely utilized in microfluidics since it is very useful for particle
separation and filtration (particles of different size have different diffusivities as
seen in Table 1.1). On the other hand, for many applications it is desired to ensure
proper and rapid mixing of fluids. Then mixing by only diffusion can be ineffective
since diffusion over longer distances is slow and can take more than several minutes.
A way to improve mixing in a channel of given length can be done by including
microstructured reliefs, so-called herringbones, in a channel surface that will cause
a chaotic flow mixing via advection and diffusion (Figure 1.1b) [22].

The surface energy of the material used for fluid transport plays a crucial role as
it determines the wettability of the material. Young’s equation defines the contact
angle θ between a solid-liquid interface and a liquid-gas interface for a liquid drop
on a flat surface:

cos θ = γsg − γsl

γlg
(1.1)

in which γsg,γsl, and γlg is the solid-gas, solid-liquid, and liquid-gas interfacial
energies respectively. If a water droplet which has been placed on a flat material
surface displays a contact angle θ < 90◦ the material is said to be hydrophilic, while
for a contact angle of θ > 90◦ the material is said to be hydrophobic. In general,
the contact angle θ of a certain liquid on a particular substrate affects the degree to
which this liquid can spontaneously fill a channel or capillary of the same material
as the substrate. For example, in order to fill a hydrophobic capillary an applied
force is needed to push the water into the capillary [23].

Valves represent another type of essential microfluidic components since they
enable fluid flows to be stopped or started on-demand. The commonly used valv-
ing techniques are either based on passive valves; of which many can be directly
integrated in microfluidic systems, or active valves; which often requires external
equipment [24]. An interesting approach for making a passive valve relies on mod-
ifying the wettability of a channel. A so-called burst valve utilizes a hydrophobic
region within a hydrophilic channel to stop a water-based fluid from flowing in
that region (Figure 1.1c). To resume a stopped flow a positive pressure is applied
which pushes the liquid over the hydrophobic stop-region. A flow restriction can
also included to this stop-region by decreasing the channel dimension in the hy-
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drophobic region [13]. Hydrophobic valves in polymer microfluidic systems will be
further discussed in section (4.3). A commonly used active valve technique utilizes
so-called Quake valves for pneumatic open/close operation (Figure 1.1d). The func-
tion relies on pneumatic expansion of rubbery (and deformable) control channels,
which are positioned within a separate control layer. The fluidic channels are posi-
tioned in a second adjacent flow layer. When the control channel is set to expand
it will induce the deformation and closing of a flow channel [14,25]. Typical Quake
valves are horizontal but vertical pneumatic valves in soft polymers have also been
demonstrated [26].

Chambers or wells can be used to arrange and isolate liquid volumes into arrays.
Given that each array partition is properly isolated and prevented from evaporation,
it can function as a (bio-)chemical reactor, or a fixture for particle manipulation
(Figure 1.1e) [27]. Thus, most biochemical reactions that previously were manually
performed using large quantities in bulk can readily be miniaturized and automated
using microfluidics.

To conclude, the microfluidic components introduced above highlights the vari-
ous requirements for the materials that need to be chosen for fabrication of a given
microfluidic system. Manufacturing of microfluidic systems generally requires the
use of materials that enable:

• control over surface smoothness
• control over wettability
• leak-tight bonding
• combination of hard and soft components
• structuring of micro- and nano-scale features
• integration of several microfluidic components into a miniaturized system

1.1.2 Lab-on-a-chip Devices & Point-of-Care Tests
Microfluidic devices have gained a significant commercial interest reaching a value
on the market of $1.6 billion in 2013, and an expected value of more than $3.6
billion next year. The main reasons for the commercial interest are due to the cost-
reduction, the operational advantages, and the recent advances in gene sequencing
and in vitro diagnostics [28].

As we saw in the previous section, liquid handling in microfluidic systems allows
for a variety of operations. The approach for so-called lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices
is to integrate, automate, enable high-throughput liquid handling, perform sample
processing, perform sensing, read-out, and other macro-scale laboratory processes,
preferably within a single microdevice (Figure 1.2). A few interesting examples of
LOC applications that highlights the enabling features of miniaturization include:

Digitization of liquid in the form of droplets [29], microreservoirs [30], or micro-
capsules [31], in which the (bio-)chemically induced state within each discrete
partition of liquid can be considered as either a logical “1” or “0” [27].
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Figure 1.2: Examples of on-chip features and processes for biomedical LOC devices.
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Digital polymerase chain reaction (dPCR). This is a combination of sample digiti-
zation and conventional DNA amplification that enables amplification of very
low concentrations of nucleic acids, and which gives high-resolution quantita-
tive data [30,32,33].

Single cell analysis, manipulation, and sorting techniques have enabled the study
of cellular heterogeneity, which was previously not possible with population-
based methods [34].

Organs-on-chip in which organ specific cells can be used for modeling of organs in
a microfluidic system [35–38].

Point-of-care tests (POCT) for diagnosis of infectious diseases (see below) [3, 39].

Besides being important research tools there is also a growing commercial in-
terest for LOC devices within the area of point-of-care testing [28]. The term
point-of-care test applies to devices that can perform in vitro diagnostic tests on
the current location of the patient by a non-trained user rather than in a central-
ized laboratory by trained personal. Devices for POCT have many areas of use
within healthcare in which they can be used in diagnostic testing at out-patient
settings or other resource-poor settings. Some commercially successful examples
of POCT devices include the lateral-flow based pregnancy or HIV tests [40], the
membrane-based electrochemical blood glucose test, and the hand-held LOC device
from Abbott Laboratories called i-STAT™, which is used for quantifying analytes
in blood [41]. Today the clinical need for POCTs that can perform quantitative
tests of low-concentration analytes is considerably high. However, the market is
far from saturated due to the many challenges related to design and engineering
of devices that can perform quantitative immunoassays or multiplex nucleic acid
testing [39, 41]. The following list highlights the many different requirements for
commercial POCT devices [3, 39,41]:

• Small form-factor with no or minimal external equipment
• Portable and preferably hand-held device
• Easy-to-use for non-trained users
• Unprocessed-sample-in-results-out function with minimal amount of user in-

volvement
• Fast operation within minutes
• Cost-efficient in relation to clinical benefit
• Sustainable concept, with low environmental impact, being safe-to-use in all

parts of the world [42], and implementable within the current reimbursement
models of the healthcare system [43]
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1.2 Manufacturing of Polymeric Microdevices

Development of polymer-based biomedical microdevices for both research and com-
mercial use typically requires several cycles of designing, microstructuring, and
back-end processing [44]. Depending on the design requirements for a certain
biomedical device different types of polymers and manufacturing methods must
be considered. The choice of polymer type is critical since it will affect the overall
performance of the final microdevice as well as the choice of suitable manufactur-
ing techniques, and the approach for the required back-end processing steps. The
chosen manufacturing technique must enable structuring of the polymer with criti-
cal dimensions at the sub-millimeter to sub-micrometer scale (or even nano-scale),
which requires the use of high-precision tools. After microstructuring, several crit-
ical back-end processing steps might be required to enable appropriate final mi-
crodevice function. The type of polymers, microstructuring methods, and back-end
processing steps commonly used for manufacturing of microdevices, and especially
microfluidic devices, will be introduced in the following three sections.

1.2.1 Thermoplastics, Thermosets & Elastomers
The polymers of interest in this work are thermoplastics, thermosets, and elastomers
since these have been adapted for manufacturing of biomedical microdevices both
in academia and industry.

Synthetic polymers consist of macromolecular networks that have been synthe-
sized (polymerized) by the reaction of one or several types of building blocks called
monomers. Different polymers possess different molecular architecture. There are
linear polymers in which repeating units of monomers are linked together in contin-
uous long chains of certain length. Polymer chains can be branched with other chain
segments, which themselves can be either short or long. Crosslinking between poly-
mer chains can result in ladder- or star-like architectures, while for fully crosslinked
networks all chains can be linked into a single giant macromolecule [45,46].

A key feature of polymeric materials is the ability to change their physical
state depending on the temperature (Figure 1.3). These physical state transitions
are being utilized for different manufacturing methods (see section 1.2.2). Some
other specific properties of polymeric materials, which are interesting in terms of
their microdevice manufacturing abilities, include their different moduli, chemical
resistance, hydrophobicity, optical transparency, and permeability to water and/or
gases. Below follows a short introduction to some commonly used polymers for
microdevice manufacturing.

Thermoplastics

Polymers that are linear or branched are said to be thermoplastic. A thermoplastic
polymer can reversibly be changed from a viscous liquid (or melted state) to a hard
glass-like state by switching the temperature between above Tm and below Tg.
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Figure 1.3: The elastic moduli of thermosetting and thermoplastic polymers as a func-
tion of temperature. Important physical state transitions occur at the glass transition
temperature (Tg) and at the melting temperature (Tm) respectively. As the temperature
is raised above the Tg of a certain polymer it will undergo a transition from a stiff glass-
like state into a soft flexible rubber-like state. Above their Tg thermosetting polymers will
remain rubbery while thermoplastic polymers eventually will start flowing as the temper-
ature increases. Thermoplastic polymer will smoothly transition into a viscous liquid as
the temperature reaches the melting temperature Tm. However, crosslinked polymers (e.g.
thermosets) do not melt and will remain in the rubbery state until they decomposes at
higher temperatures (e.g. above 300 ◦C).

The capability of changing the state of thermoplastics from being molten to stiff is
widely utilized during manufacturing of most commercial plastics used today [44].

Some commonly used thermoplastics for microdevice fabrication include
poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA), poly(carbonate) (PC), poly(styrene) (PS), pary-
lene C, and cyclic olefin copolymer (COC). These polymers are all optically trans-
parent in most of the visible spectra, they feature a Young’s modulus of 2-3 GPa
at room temperature, and a Tg ranging from 80 ◦C for COC to 150 ◦C for PC [44].
Thus, melting of thermoplastics typically requires temperatures above 200 ◦C de-
pending on the kind of polymer.

Most thermoplastic materials are hydrophobic and relatively impermeable to
gases [24, 47]. However, the chemical resistance of thermoplastic materials varies
depending on their chain backbones. For example, PMMA, PC, and PS will be
dissolved by most organic solvents while COC and parylene C shows better organic
solvent resistance. In general, due to good mechanical, optical, chemical, and pro-
cessing properties thermoplastics can be found as commercial grade materials for
manufacturing of microdevices such as lab-on-chips [44].
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Thermosets

A thermosetting resin is typically a viscous liquid consisting of monomers, oligomers,
or polymer chains (or a combination of them) [46]. This pre-polymer mixture can
then be crosslinked in a process called curing, by using catalysts, heat, or radia-
tion. Curing typically causes irreversible crosslinking between the molecules in the
pre-polymer mix depending on the type of functional groups on the molecules. At
some point during the crosslinking process a gel will be formed. At this so-called
gel point the resin loses its fluidity due to the increasing viscosity, which is caused
by the formation of an insoluble crosslinked portion (i.e. the gel) [46]. At this point
there is also still a soluble portion termed sol. This process affects the properties of
the thermoset as well as its manufacturing capabilities. Furthermore, by choosing
different types of pre-polymer constituents a fully cured thermoset (having maxi-
mum conversion of uncrosslinked species) can either be made soft and flexible (low
Tg), or hard and brittle (high Tg). Compared to thermoplastics, fully cured ther-
mosetting networks cannot be dissolved and will not melt but rather decompose at
high enough temperatures.

Some commonly used thermosetting polymers for manufacturing of microdevices
includes poly(imide) (PI), poly(urethane) (PU), poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS),
and the epoxy-based photoresist SU-8. In addition, interesting thermosetting net-
works can also be synthesized by using thiol-ene click chemistry and/or thiol-epoxy
curing, which will be the topic of further discussion in following chapters of this
thesis.

Mechanical properties of thermosets greatly vary depending on the type of poly-
mer network. For example, PI have a Young’s modulus of around 2 GPa and a Tg

of > 350 ◦C [44], while PDMS (depending on the pre-polymer mix and curing
temperature used) have a Young’s modulus around 2 MPa and a Tg around −120
◦C [44, 48]. Due to the many different possible properties of thermosets they can
be used for manufacturing of microdevices by several different techniques including
casting, photolithography, reaction injection molding, 3D-printing, lamination etc.
(see next section), and are therefore used for many different microdevice applica-
tions.

Elastomers and PDMS

Elastomers are characterized by their rubbery and elastic mechanical behavior.
They include both thermoplastic and thermosetting polymers that can undergo
reversible elongation up to as much as ten times their original length [45]. The
elastic properties are due to their macromolecular structure, which consists of highly
flexible and randomly arranged linear chains. These chains have been coiled-up on
themselves, which leads to that non-stressed elastomers feature a relatively low
number of intermolecular interactions within their networks. As an elastomer is
elongated these coils will open up, and at this new state the chains become aligned
in the elongated direction. This alignment is thermodynamically unfavorable and
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the chains will therefore return to their randomly coiled state when the elongating
force is removed [46].

PDMS is probably the most used elastomer for manufacturing of microdevices
(in academia) [24,44,47,49]. Since, PDMS can be elastically elongated with strain
of > 100 % [48, 50], the material has proven to be useful for making pumps and
valves in microfluidic devices [14]. Due to the high gas permeability and chemical
inertness of PDMS the material is also often used for making microsystems for
research on cells [51]. However, there are several drawbacks with PDMS including
inherent hydrophobicity, swelling in organic solvents, absorption of small molecules
into its bulk, leaching of un-crosslinked oligomers from the bulk, and issues with
non-permanent surface modifications due to hydrophobic recovery [24, 47, 52]. For
these reasons, the manufacturing of PDMS-based microdevices is mostly performed
within academia, where it is a very important polymer for rapid prototyping.

1.2.2 Microstructuring Techniques
During early stage design of microdevices it is desirable to be able to rapidly fabri-
cate prototypes e.g. microfluidic chips, cartridges, or other micro-scale components.
Some commonly used techniques for rapid prototyping using polymeric materials
include 3D-printing techniques [53,54], precision milling [49], laser ablation [44,49],
and lamination of dry photoresist films [55] etc. When it comes to manufactur-
ing of microdevices, microfluidic components, or lab-on-chip devices, it is required
to use techniques that can produce smooth surfaces which consists of micro-scale
(and/or nano-scale) features with high resolution. For this reason, micro injec-
tion molding techniques are typically used within industry. However, in academia
less complicated and less expensive techniques are typically favored, and it is for
this reason that soft lithography [56] became widely used for microstructuing and
micropatterning within academia.

Casting and soft lithography

Soft lithography is based on casting PDMS in replica molds in order to create PDMS
blocks with micro- and/or nano-patterns. Replica molds for casting of PDMS (but
also other types of polymers) can be manufactured by milling in metals or plas-
tics (see section 4.1), but for better resolution and surface smoothness different
lithographic methods are typically used to prepare micro- and/or nanostructured
silicon-based replica molds. Casting is a planar process in which a pre-polymer is
poured into a replica mold (Figure 1.4). A lid can be pressed against the mold in
order to achieve a flat backside of the molded part. The casted pre-polymer is then
solidified by thermal or UV-light polymerization. For example, PDMS can be cured
within a couple of hours at low-temperatures < 80 ◦C, or within 48 h at room tem-
perature [44]. After demolding of cured polymer layers these are typically aligned
and bonded to each other in order to create three-dimensional microfluidic systems.
Alternatively, single polymer layers can be adhered or bonded to other substrates,
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e.g. glass, or silicon etc., by using surface modification protocols. After bonding,
access holes to microfluidic channels need to be manually drilled or punched.

Most polymers can be casted in replica molds but PDMS is the most widely used
polymer in academia today. A common process for rapid prototyping of microfluidic
devices is to bond replica molded PDMS layers together. Before bonding PDMS
layers they first require surface activation. This is done by oxygen plasma treatment
of the PDMS layers, which results in the formation of oxidized silica-like surfaces
featuring Si-OH (silanol) groups [57]. A plasma activated PDMS layer can then
covalently react with other silanol-functional substrates by forming siloxane bonds
at < 100 ◦C (Figure 1.5) [58]. Despite that casting in replica molds can be used
for rapid prototyping, the process is not viable as an industrial manufacturing
technique for most microdevices due to its long process time (minutes to hours)
and the inherent limitations with PDMS [44,59].

Injection molding

Injection molding (IM) is among the most widely used technique for fabrication
of thermoplastic parts in industry. Commonly used thermoplastics for IM includes
PMMA, COC, PC, PS, PET etc. [44]. IM requires the use of thermoplastic polymers
since the technique is based on melting a polymer before it is injected under high
pressure into a temperature-controlled mold insert (Figure 1.6a). After injection,
air is evacuated to avoid air-pockets, and the temperature of the mold is kept
above the polymer’s Tg for a certain time until it is cooled down to solidify the
molten polymer. It is critical to control and minimize the time required for the
temperature cycling (known as the variotherm) [60]. The process time for making
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Figure 1.4: Example of the procedure for casting in replica molds.
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microstructured parts by IM can take up to 5 min if a high temperature is required
(> 120 ◦C), but can be as low as 30 s if the polymer melt can be injected into a low-
temperature cavity (60 - 120 ◦C) [44]. The required temperature settings depends
on the aspect ratio of the microscale features in the mold, whereas high-aspect ratio
features typically require higher mold temperatures [59]. IM is not suitable for rapid
prototyping in academia since setting up the process requires relatively expensive
procedures for the tools used and for the process optimization [49]. However, IM is
highly suitable for industrial manufacturing of microfluidic devices since it allows
for high-throughput fabrication of plastic parts having three-dimensional features
such as fluidic interconnects and through-holes.

Reaction injection molding

In reaction injection molding (RIM), two pre-polymer components are mixed to
form a low-viscosity reactive mixture that is subsequently injected into a replica
mold cavity (Figure 1.6b). The low viscosity of the pre-polymer resin enables good
conformal filling of the mold, which improves replication of small and high-aspect
ratio features. The mold is located in a vaccum chamber to avoid bubble formation
or trapped air-pockets. After polymerization, the solidified polymer parts need to
be removed from the mold. However, demolding of high aspect-ratio microscale
features can be challenging without damaging the parts, and internal or external
mold release agents must then be used [59]. RIM can be adapted for thermoplastics
as well as for thermosets and elastomers [60]. The type of polymer system chosen
will affect the time and temperature required for polymerization. For example,
some resins require high temperatures for hardening and stress annealing [61], which
slows down the cycle time. Faster polymerization within a couple of minutes can
be achieved by instead using a system for photoinitiated radical polymerization
(see section 4.1). In addition, since many polymers shrink during polymerization
this effect has to be compensated for during the reaction process by applying an
overpressure in the mold.
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Hot embossing

Hot embossing relies on pressing a microstructured mold insert into a clamped ther-
moplastic film (e.g. PMMA or PC) that has been heated above its Tg (Figure 1.7).
As the mold insert is pressed into the plastic film with a high enough force it causes
the film to deform and locally flow into the reliefs of the microstructured insert.
When the temperature is lowered the plastic film hardens and the microstructures
are replicated into the plastic. Due to the short-distance deformation during hot
embossing less stress is created compared to injection molded parts [60], and hot
embossing has been used to achieve structures down to the nano-scale [44]. As the
required temperature for deforming thermoplastic films in hot embossing is slightly
above the polymer’s Tg the required cycle times is in the order of 5-15 min [44,60].
Good quality of replicated plastic parts is achieved by: firstly, performing the pro-
cess in a vacuum chamber to avoid air-pocket formation; secondly, by ensuring
optimal temperature uniformity (especially for larger areas such as 4 or 8 inch
discs); and thirdly, by using mold inserts with smooth surfaces which do not stick
to the plastic film during de-embossing [59,60]. Hot embossing has gained interest
in both academia and industry for microstructuring of polymer films due to the
versatile selection of suitable polymer materials, and due to the relatively straight-
forward operation and selection of process parameters [44]. However, the technique
only allows for relatively shallow and planar plastic parts since high aspect-ratio
features such as deep channels or tall walls are difficult to achieve without causing
too much residual stress [59].

A combination of IM and hot embossing called injection compression molding
is used for the manufacturing of CDs and DVDs. The technique utilizes com-
pression to achieve complete mold filling of the polymer melt after injection in a
microstructured mold insert [44, 59]. Interestingly, this technique has been shown
to be promising for fast cycle time manufacturing of microfluidic devices in CD-
format [62].
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Figure 1.7: The concept of hot embossing.
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1.2.3 Back-end Processing
The microstructuring process typically only results in polymer parts with different
geometries and structures. Therefore, back-end processing must be performed to
enable full functionality of the microdevice, and this process can be rather complex
and time-consuming. Not surprisingly back-end processing can make up more than
80% of the manufacturing cost [41,44].

Typical back-end processing steps can include one or several of the following:

• surface modification for changing the (bio-)chemistry of the polymer surface.
Obviously, wettability is important in microfluidic channels for allowing flow
of water. However, since many polymers are hydrophobic they require sur-
face treatment, e.g. by plasma activation, or liquid-phase chemical treatment,
to render them hydrophlic [24, 47, 49]. It might also be required to perform
biochemical surface treatments in order to fabricate DNA arrays and im-
munoassays [63], to avoid biofouling [64], or to control cell adhesion [65].

• cutting or dicing to separate the parts of a multicomponent layer from each
other [44].

• drilling for making access holes etc. [66]

• electrode fabrication which is required for a numerous of functions (electro-
chemistry, sensing, liquid manipulation, electronics etc.) [44].

• packaging to encapsulate microfluidic components, or to store liquids and
reagents (see section 5.1).

• bonding, gluing, or adhering different parts together. The parts typically
consist of the microstructured polymer layers, but can also include other
substrates and components [44,66].

1.3 A New Polymer Platform is Needed

There are several important design aspects that need to be considered when man-
ufacturing biomedical microdevices. These need to be related to the requirements
in the technical specification as well as the overall project goals. For example,
in academia the overall goals include fabrication of proof-of-concept devices and
publishing articles in scientific journals, while for industry the main goals include
achieving proof of clinical effect and creating a business case. Since the advent
of micro-total-analysis systems (or later called laboratories-on-chip) in the early
nineties [10] a great number of research papers have been published [9, 12]. How-
ever, despite this vast body of academic work LOC systems have not yet reached the
wide consumer market (as the MEMS technologies have), and LOC systems can still
be considered an emerging technology [28]. As most researchers and entrepreneurs
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already know, innovation requires more than just an invention. There are sev-
eral factors influencing the barriers between academia, industry, and the consumer
market, many of which have been discussed in literature [67, 68]. It has been sug-
gested that the prototyping of microdevices within academia needs to better adopt
concepts such as scalable manufacturing, standardization, and system-integration
thinking [28, 67]. For example, the MEMS technologies that were developed for
more than 30 years ago are highly ubiquitous today thanks to the standardization
of materials, scalable fabrication processes, and system-integration. The brutal
truth is that academic research on microfluidics and LOCs often fails with one or
more of the following industrially important virtues:

• high reproducibility statistics
• minimal batch-to-batch performance variability for a given manufacturing

method
• compatibility between rapid prototyping and volume manufacturing in terms

of materials and back-end processing protocols such as surface modification
and bonding etc.

• scalable manufacturing techniques
• material properties, cost-effectiveness, and availability (e.g. SU-8/PDMS v.s.

PMMA/COC )

Especially, if we look at the case of PDMS as a volume manufacturing material
most microfluidics companies refrain from its use for several reasons [9, 28, 67].
These include:

• issues with up-scaling
• issues with the manufacturability of PDMS-based microdevices and the asso-

ciated back-end processing
• PDMS is not cost-effective compared to industry-standard PMMA and COC.

This is because PDMS is not as accessible as thermoplastics to industry from
a cost-perspective since industrial manufacturing already relies on established
high-throughput injection molding and hot embossing techniques etc.

• the microfluidic capabilities (valving/pumping) that PDMS enables are not
readily transferable to other cost-effective polymers

Therefore, there has been quite some effort in academia to create scalable manufac-
turing methods for PDMS-based devices [52, 57, 58], to create microfluidic devices
from the same low-cost polymers as industry relies upon [69–72], or to use al-
ternative materials such as poly(urethane) [73], thiol-ene [74–78], epoxy [55], or
thermoplastic elastomers [79].

To conclude, due to the complexity and cost of using industrial manufacturing
techniques for rapid prototyping in research, there is a need for materials and meth-
ods that can both allow for rapid prototyping, like PDMS, and which also addresses
the inherent material issues discussed above (also see Table 1.2). A single material
alone will not be the solution, but rather a materials platform featuring a range
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of materials with tunable properties that are suitable for biomedical microdevices.
This platform must allow for rapid prototyping using standardized protocols that
are adaptable for industrial manufacturing. In addition, to be attractive for POC
diagnostic applications the materials must allow facile system-integration that alle-
viate the need for external off-chip processes, and that allows for automation with
minimal user-involvement.

In this thesis, both thiol-ene and thiol-ene-epoxy thermosets will be explored
as two candidate polymeric material platforms, which are adapted for both rapid
prototyping and manufacturing of biomedical microdevices.
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Chapter 2

Thiol-ene Thermosets

This chapter is about polymerization of thiol-ene thermosets, how to tune their
properties, and how they affect in vitro cell viability. The first section gives a brief
introduction to thiol-ene click chemistry. The concept of off-stoichiometry thiol-
enes (OSTE) is introduced in the second section. In the third section, the in vitro
cell viability of different OSTE formulations is investigated. Finally, this chapter
concludes with a short discussion about limitations and further development of
OSTE thermosets for biomedical microdevices.

2.1 Thiol-ene Click Chemistry

Despite that thiols often emit a pungent odor∗ they are powerful molecules which
are being used in several different high-yield, modular, stereospecific, and regiospe-
cific click reactions [80] within materials chemistry. Thiol-click reactions can be
performed with a wide variety of moieties featuring alkene, alkyne, epoxide, iso-
cyanate, and halogen functional groups (Figure 2.1a) [81,82]. This versatility makes
thiols extremely useful in many applications.

Thiol-ene reactions (also called thiol-ene coupling, TEC) have been much ac-
claimed for their advantageous features exhibited during synthesis, polymerization,
reactions between polymer chains, and during functionalization of polymer end
groups. These features include [46,81–84]:

• modular reactions
• very mild conditions with no or little use of benign solvents
• excellent efficiency and specificity
• no or little by-product formation
• quantitative yields with low susceptibility to side reactions

The synthesis of thiol-ene polymers is typically very user-friendly since the poly-
merization can be performed without metal catalyst, without solvent, and under
∗A “skunky” smell which has been termed “the smell of success” by enthusiasts.
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Figure 2.1: a) Thiol-click reactions can be performed by using several different functional
groups in radical-mediated, base- or nucleophile-catalyzed reactions (R′ = aromatic or
aliphatic group). Freely adapted from [81]. b) Hydrothiolation of a C−−C double bond
can give both an anti-Markovnikov β-product and a Markovnikov α-product. However,
TEC with an alkene favors the formation of the anti-Markovnikov product; hence the
Markovnikov product is typically not considered [46].

ambient conditions while being exposed to moisture and air [46]. A common
approach for polymerization of thiol-ene thermosets is to utilize base-catalysis,
nucleophilic-catalysis, or radical mediation to synthesize anti-Markovnikov thiol-
ene products (Figure 2.1b) between multifunctional thiols (Figure 2.2a) and enes
(Figure 2.2b).

Both base- and nucleophile-catalysis causes the formation of thiolate anions, and
the TEC proceeds via an anionic chain process termed thiol-Michael addition (see
Figure 2.3a). In general, thiol-Michael additions proceeds rapidly to quantitative
yields if using terminal enes with electron withdrawing groups coupled to their C−−C
bonds [82]. Initiation of the thiol-Michael addition can be done by using an amine
or a phosphine initiator [46].
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Radical-mediated TEC (Figure 2.3b) can be performed using any non-sterically
hindered ene, but a faster reaction is achieved when using an electron rich ene (e.g.
an allyl ether or allyl triazine etc.), or a strained ene (e.g. a norbornene). Initiation
of the radical-mediated TEC can either be performed thermally by decomposition of
a radical initiator, or photochemically by using a photoinitiator [84]. Alternatively,
radical formation can also be achieved by direct UV-light exposure at a wavelength
of < 260 nm [83,85]. During initiation a hydrogen atom is abstracted from a thiol
leading to the formation of a thiyl radical which adds to the β-carbon of an ene.
The radical propagates across the ene forming an α-carbon-centered radical. A
chain transfer occurs as the carbon-centered radical abstracts an hydrogen from
a free thiol. This causes a continued alternating propagation and chain transfer
process which adds thiols to ene functional groups.

Ideal thiol-ene polymerization proceeds as a step-growth process without any ho-
mopolymerization or chain-growth. However, as seen in Figure 2.4a, chain-growth
can be achieved if the ene monomer in use is prone to homopolymerization (e.g. by
using an acrylate or methacrylate monomer).

Thiol-ene polymerization typically runs with monomer conversion close too 100
% but will be limited by mass-transfer, and is restricted by termination via radical
coupling and recombination (Figure 2.4b). In addition, impurities have also been
suggested to cause termination [86], but free radical thiol-ene polymerization is
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relatively insensitive to oxygen inhibition due to the ease of restarting the propaga-
tion via hydrogen abstration from a free thiol [81]. The remainder of this chapter
will focus on thiol-ene thermosets that have been exclusively synthesized using free
radical thiol-ene polymerization.
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2.2 Off-Stoichiometry Thiol-Ene – OSTE

Thiol-ene chemistry has been widely used in applications ranging from three-dimensional
cell microenvironments [87] to different microfluidic devices [74–78]. Stoichiometric
thiol-ene thermosets offer several advantageous features for rapid prototyping of
microfluidic devices, including:

• possibility for casting in several different type of replica molds (e.g. PDMS,
Si/SU-8 molds etc.)

• rapid curing within seconds during UV-light exposure

• little shrinkage due to the delayed gelation effect of thiol-enes [84]

• high optical transparency in the visible spectrum [83,85]

• good solvent resistance and barrier properties for small molecules

The concept of synthesizing “off-stoichiometric” thiol-ene thermosets for rapid
prototyping of microfluidic devices was introduced in 2011 by Carlborg et al. [88].
These so-called OSTE thermosets have several highly attractive additional key fea-
tures compared to stoichiometric thiol-enes. These include [89]:

• tunable mechanical properties (e.g. Tg, elastic modulus)

• tunable surface chemistry featuring thiol or ene functionality

• straightforward thiol-click based surface modification and bonding (by utiliz-
ing the reactions shown in Figure 2.1a)

These features have reduced the complexity associated with manufacturing of poly-
meric microdevices by allowing for rapid prototyping with much less complicated
back-end processing steps [88,90–93], and importantly, by exhibiting material prop-
erties that are relevant for industrial polymers (e.g. Tg, elastic modulus, solvent
resistance, surface chemistry etc.) [88,89].

2.2.1 Off-Stoichiometry Tuning
The bulk and surface properties of pure OSTE thermosets can readily be tuned by:

1. selecting thiol and ene monomers with suitable molecular structure having ap-
propriate type of functional groups with good reactivity and sufficient number
of functional groups

2. adjusting the stoichiometry between functional groups of the two monomers
(see below)
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When mixing an off-stoichiometric thiol-ene pre-polymer with nthiol moles of
thiol monomers, and nene moles of ene monomers, it is desirable to control the
amount of functional groups in the mixture. The molar excess Othiol of thiol func-
tional groups relative to ene functional groups can be expressed as:

Othiol = nthiolfthiol

nenefene
− 1 = r − 1 (2.1)

for fthiol and fene functional thiol and ene groups respectively. This implies that
for a certain feed ratio r there will be (100×Othiol) % unreacted thiol groups left
after full conversion of ene groups (Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Illustrative example of how the choice of monomers and stoichiometric ratio
affects both the surface and bulk molecular structures.
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After polymerization unreacted thiols will both be present in the bulk and at
the surface of the material. As the Othiol increases the resulting thiol-ene networks
will feature reduced Tg and elastic modulus since unreacted thiols in the bulk soften
the network. For example, Carlborg et al. reported a tunable Tg in the range of
slightly above 80 ◦C down to 35 ◦C, and a tunable elastic modulus in the range of
1300 - 120 MPa by tuning the Othiol between 0 - 100 % for a certain pair of thiol
and ene monomers (in which 0 % was a stoichiometrically balanced thiol-ene) [88].
Furthermore, OSTE can be tuned to feature enough unreacted thiols at the surface
to enable surface modification and bonding via thiol-click reactions [88,90–93].

In general, as the Othiol increases the amount of uncured thiols increase, and
the probability for thiol-monomer leaching increases. The fraction of uncured thiol
functional groups at any instance can be expressed as:

υthiol = nthiolfthiol − nenefene

nthiolfthiol
=
nthiolfthiol − ( nthiolfthiol

r )
nthiolfthiol

= 1− 1
r

(2.2)

Let’s assume that all functional thiol and ene groups have equal reactivity, and that
the monomers have unrestricted mobility. Then the minimum amount of monomers
with no bonds to the network can be approximated by the probability Pleach, which
here refers to the leaching of thiol monomers:

Pleach = (υthiol)fthiol (2.3)

Thus, if the thiol-ene in Figure 2.5 would be tuned to Othiol = 40 % the probability
for leaching of thiol monomers would at least be Pleach ≈ 0.7 %.

To conclude, off-stoichiometry tuning of OSTE thermosets will affect the bulk
as well as the surface properties. The implications of thiol leaching will be discussed
in the next section.

2.3 In vitro Cell Viability on OSTE

In cell biology, the majority of research data has been collected using tools such
as culture flasks, microtiter well plates and Petri dishes. These tools are typically
made from poly(styrene) (PS) [52]. On the other hand, in vitro studies in mi-
crosystems are often performed on PDMS surfaces since it is much less challenging
to fabricate PDMS microdevices. PDMS have several good features for cell stud-
ies including great transparency, no autofluorescence, no cytotoxicity, and suitable
CO2 and O2 gas permeability [51, 52]. However, the permeability of PDMS will
hamper its usefulness in applications where evaporation of liquids, and absorption
of small molecules into the network must be kept to a minimum. PDMS surfaces
also require oxygen plasma treatment followed by coating with the extracellular
matrix protein fibronectin to ensure viability and cell attachment [94]. Surface
modifications are often unreliable due to surface diffusion of low molecular weight
chains and uncrosslinked oligomers [52].
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Table 2.1: Cell viability on different OSTE materials.

Sample Thiola Enea Othiol Cell viability > 5 days

3T4A TMPEIC GBDA 50, 70% yesb

4T13A PETMA TATATO 50, 70% nob

4T23A PETMP TATATO 0–90% yes, for Othiol ≤ 60 %c

PSd – – – yes
a see Figure 2.2 for molecular structures
b HEK293A cell line: human embryonic kidney
c HEP G2 cell line: human hepatocellular carcinoma
d poly(styrene) was used as positive control

OSTE thermosets are interesting alternative materials to PDMS since they both
enable rapid prototyping and straightforward surface modification via the excess
of thiol (or allyl) monomers. Nonetheless, uncured monomers as well as residual
photoinitiators can be cytotoxic if they remain in the network after polymerization.
Therefore, a preliminary study was performed to investigate cell viability on OSTE
thermosets [95]. This was done in vitro by seeding two different cell lines on three
different OSTE materials with varying thiol group excess (without any surface
treatment or coating), and comparing the results to cell viability on PS (for details
see Paper 1 ).

As seen in Table 2.1 formulation 4T13A showed poor cell viability while 3T4A
showed viable cells for > 5 days, which was similar to PS. Samples with 50 % thiol
excess showed generally higher viability than samples with 70 % thiol excess. This
could have been due to the increased surface concentration of thiol groups, the
increased leaching of uncured monomers, and/or due to the presence of cytotoxic
photoinitiator fragments (0.1 %wt/wt TPO-L photoinitiator was used). Therefore,
the 4T23A sample series were fabricated without any photoinitiator by curing the
OSTE samples at 254 nm UV-light, and the thiol excess was varied from 0–90
%. As seen in Figure 2.6, cells showed similar viability on 4T23A as on PS as
the thiol excess was kept ≤ 60 % (Pleach ≈ 2 %). However, the cell viability
significantly dropped as the thiol excess was increased above 60 % suggesting that
OSTE materials with high levels of thiol off-stoichiometry are cytotoxic.
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Figure 2.6: Relative fluorescence intensity for 4T23A formulations with varying thiol
excess and for PS (n=6). Cell viability was investigated using fluorometry to measure the
relative fluorescence intensity of a fluorophore which was enzymatically activated via the
metabolic activity of viable cells.

2.4 Summary & Outlook

Thiol-ene coupling is a user-friendly chemistry for synthesizing thiol-ene thermosets.
OSTE formulations can be used for synthesizing materials with tunable elastic
modulus, glass transition temperature, and surface chemistry. A polymer plat-
form based based on OSTE materials is promising for the future manufacturing
of biomedical microdevices, since it allows for rapid prototyping, less complicated
back-end processing (e.g. thiol-click based surface modification), and provides ma-
terials with properties similar to thermoplastics. Despite that the advantages with
OSTE as a material platform are many there are some limitations that are impor-
tant to consider. Firstly, the leaching of uncured monomers will increase as the
off-stoichiometry increases. Some OSTE formulations were preliminary shown to
be non-toxic for cells in vitro, but the thiol-excess of these formulations had to be
limited to < 60–70 %. Secondly, the surface of fully cured OSTE thermosets con-
tain unreacted thiols which needs to be passivated in order to avoid any undesired
reactions between surfaces and samples. These issues can be addressed by synthe-
sizing ternary networks with two-stage curing capabilities, as will be discussed in
the next chapter.



Chapter 3

Thiol-Ene-Epoxy Thermosets

This chapter is about thiol-ene-epoxy (TEE) hybrid networks and their properties
which makes them excellent thermosetting polymers for fabrication of biomedical
microdevices. The first section will give a general introduction to TEE networks,
and the second section will highlight the processing capabilities and material proper-
ties which are achieved via two-stage curing of TEE. In the end of this chapter there
will be a short summary regarding the suitability of TEE networks for biomedical
microdevice fabrication.

3.1 Thiol-Ene-Epoxy Hybrid Networks

A wide variety of thiol-based hybrid networks can be synthesized using a combina-
tion of TEC with other thiol-click reactions (see Figure 2.1a in previous section).
Out of the several possible candidates for synthesis of thiol-based ternary networks
(i.e networks with three monomer types) the thiol-epoxy coupling (TEpC) is par-
ticularly interesting. Due to the wide selection of thiol, ene, and epoxy monomers
several advantageous material properties can be achieved by inclusion of epoxy into
thiol-ene networks [96–105]. These include:

• possibility for two-stage curing of OSTE thermosets (see below)

• tunable mechanical properties with Tg ranging from below 0 ◦C up to more
than 200 ◦C [96,97,102,103]

• compatibility with biochemicals and cell cultures due to the hydrophilic na-
ture of TEE surfaces [38,101], and due to the minimal monomer-leaching after
full cure [104,105]

OSTE formulations with added epoxy (Figure 3.1) has been termed “OSTE+” or
“OSTEmers”∗ [38, 100, 104]. However, to present a more holistic view they will be
considered as thiol-ene-epoxy hybrid networks (or TEE thermosets) in this thesis.
∗OSTEmerTM is now a trademark for commercial resins from Mercence Labs AB

31
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Figure 3.1: Epoxy monomers used in this work.

The synthesis of the TEE networks that will be discussed in this work are based
on photoradical TEC (see previous chapter for mechanism) and base catalyzed
anionic thiol-epoxy polymerization (Figure 3.2). During base catalyzed thiol-epoxy
polymerization a base (typically a tertiary amine) abstracts a hydrogen from a
thiol group (step 1). This results in the formation of a thiolate anion which enables
polymerization via an anionic ring-opening of an epoxide group (step 2 and 3).
It should be noted that thiolate anions can also undergo thiol-Michael addition
with electron deficient enes (i.e. enes with electron withdrawing groups) if they are
present [82]. Furthermore, a tertiary amine can also directly react with an epoxide
group which causes the formation of a zwitterionic tertiary amine–epoxy product
(step 4). Subsequently, polymerization ensues either via nucleophilic displacement
in the presence of the hydrogen donating thiol groups (step 5), or via anionic epoxy
homopolymerization (step 6) in the absence of abstractable hydrogens [96,106–108].

Carioscia et al., suggested that curing of TEE networks results in less epoxy
homopolymerization if thiol-epoxy curing precedes thiol-ene curing [96]. However,
it was observed that optimal conversion of both of the interpenetrating thiol-ene
and thiol-epoxy networks was achieved if thiol-ene curing preceded the thiol-epoxy
curing. Control of the sequential curing order is thus of critical importance in order
to reach repeatable material properties of the resulting thermosets [109].

Depending on the desired application of a hybrid network it can be stoichio-
metrically balanced or tuned to feature excess of any of the functional groups. For
example, excessive acrylate groups can be used in two-stage curing networks for
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Figure 3.2: Thiol-epoxy polymerization with tertiary amines [96,106–108].

both thiol-Michael addition and homopolymerization [110]. The TEE networks in
this work have been formulated with a stoichiometric balance between all functional
groups in order to enable networks with minimal leaching of uncured monomers,
which is an important feature for biomedical microdevices. Thus, the thiol-ene-
epoxy monomer feed ratios used in this work have been formulated in respect to
the thiol-ene stoichiometry in the following manner:

nthiolfthiol − nenefene = nepoxidefepoxide (3.1)

in which the molar amount of thiol functional groups are in excess relative to the
amount of ene functional groups so that the amount of epoxide functional groups
nepoxide (with a functionality of fepoxide) can be stoichiometrically balanced.
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3.2 Controlled Two-Stage Curing of Thiol-Ene-Epoxy

To achieve excellent processing properties of TEE thermosets the reactions of TEC
and TEpC should be temporally separated and individually controlled. This can
be done by inducing sequential crosslinking of the TEE network by first curing
thiol-ene groups followed by thiol-epoxy groups, or vice versa [96]. Since thiol
groups are involved in both of the two curing steps proper control mechanisms
for the separation of each curing stage have to be chosen. This effectively include
external control of the initiation mechanisms for each ideally orthogonal reaction
type (e.g. radical TEC and base catalyzed TEpC) by careful selection of monomers
and initiators. Externally controlled initiation of each separate polymerization
reaction, which leads to curing stage S1 and S2 respectively, might for example be
achieved by:

• initiation at the different temperatures T1 and T2 [106]

• initiation at the different radiation wavelengths λ1 and λ2 (see below)

• mechanically induced initiation [111]

• combination of these

In addition, the first curing stage has to be maintained for a certain latency period
by suitable means before the second cure is initiated on-demand.

In general, radical TEC is a rapid polymerization method that can reach high
levels of monomer conversion within seconds. On the other hand, the anionic
thiol-epoxy polymerization is slower but occurs spontaneously at room tempera-
ture which narrows the available time window after the first cure for processes such
as bonding and surface modification etc. External control of a two-stage curing pro-
cess can thus be highly advantageous in fabrication of microdevices and especially if
each curing stage enables one or several functions. For example, an ideal two-stage
process would enable a first cure that is adapted for both high-fidelity microstruc-
turing; such as RIM or photolithography etc., and for back-end processing steps;
such as surface modification and bonding etc. A second cure would subsequently
enable a fully reacted polymer with suitable end-use properties; such as desired
chemical and mechanical properties.

Controlled two-stage curing of TEE thermosets were investigated in Paper 2
[104]. Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) was performed to evaluate
the Tg and storage moduli† of these two-stage curing TEE thermosets as a func-
tion of time and temperature. In addition, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) was used to study the conversion of functional groups by monitoring their
respective spectral peaks at the different curing stages (see paper 2 for further de-
tails). The two-stage curing process were designed to feature a free radical thiol-ene
†The storage modulus represents the stored energy within the elastic portion of a viscoelastic

polymer network (and is comparable to the Young’s modulus).
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Table 3.1: Different TEE network formulations used in the study [104]

Formulationa allyl:thiol:epoxyb thiol-epoxy/thiol-allyl
(%wt/wt)

OSTE+25 1:1.25:0.25 25/75
OSTE+50 1:1.5:0.5 40/60
OSTE+75 1:1.75:0.75 50/50
OSTE+100 1:2:1 60/40
Thiol-ene 1:1:0 0/100

a numbers indicate the excess Othiol in % relative to allyl functional groups
b molar feed ratio of functional groups

polymerization during the first cure and a base catalyzed thiol-epoxy polymeriza-
tion during the second cure. External control of the curing stages were achieved
by utilizing two different UV-light activated initiators. The initiator type for the
first cure was a radical initiator, which could undergo photolytic cleavage at wave-
lengths ≥ 395 nm, and the initiator type for the second cure was a photolatent
base catalyst, which was prevented from activation (until it was desired) by block-
ing wavelengths of < 395 nm using a filter. The monomers that were used included
the thiol PETMP, the allyl TATATO (both in Figure 2.2), and the epoxy D.E.N.TM

431 (Figure 3.1). Importantly, the allylic ene monomer (TATATO) was chosen since
it does not homopolymerize during radical TEC [84], and has low reactivity to thi-
olate anions [112]. Mixing of these monomers in different feed ratios (Table 3.1)
resulted in relatively low viscosity resins, which enabled straightforward structuring
of TEE networks by curing them in elastomeric molds, and even aluminium molds‡.
Results from the study showed the following three main features of these two-stage
curing TEE networks:

1. After the first cure, the subsequent thiol-epoxy curing showed a latency up to
24 h (Figure 3.3). The formulation with a 25 %wt/wt of thiol-epoxy groups
(OSTE+25) showed the longest latency after the first curing stage while the
formulation with 60 %wt/wt (OSTE+100) showed the shortest, i.e. < 10 h.
It was suggested that the pKa of the photolatent base in its inactive form was
sufficiently high to initiate a slow thiol-epoxy curing even in the absence of
light at 28 ◦C. Further widening of the time-window for the first curing stage
might require the use of a photo latent base with lower pKa, or a thermally
controlled initiator.

2. A chemically reactive first curing stage with mainly uncured thiol and epoxy
‡Epoxy is used industrially for gluing parts together in aluminum-based aircrafts
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functional groups (Figure 3.4a). After the first cure the formulation with
50 %wt/wt thiol-epoxy groups (OSTE+75) showed a thiol, allyl, and epoxy
conversion of 30 %, 70 %, and < 10 %, respectively. After a full cure all
functional groups showed a conversion of > 90 %. Thus, the fully cured
networks will show minimal leaching of uncured monomers.

3. Distinctly different mechanical properties at the two curing stages (Figure
3.4b). After the first cure, the TEE networks were rubbery (and flexible),
with storage moduli between 0.4 – 14 MPa, and Tg of < 25 ◦C. On the other
hand, after the full cure the networks became glassy (and stiff), with storage
moduli between 1.7 – 2.4 GPa, and Tg > 85 ◦C (similar to stoichiometric
thiol-ene).

To conclude, from a microdevice fabrication perspective the straightforward
molding of these low viscosity TEE resins in combination with two-stage curing
is highly advantageous. The first curing stage of these TEE networks is highly
functional and enables surface modification as well as bonding to a wide variety
of surfaces via the polar groups of epoxies, and via thiol click-reactions [98–100].
The second cure greatly strengthen the materials and their mechanical properties
becomes similar to those of some thermoplastics (e.g. COC). However, a future
improvement to this work would be to further explore the ability to tune the Tg

and elastic modulus of the fully cured polymer in a wider range. For example,
in biomaterial applications it is typically required to tune the Tg to below body-
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temperature, and to tune the elastic modulus so that it is show similar flexibility
as the body’s own tissue (see section 5.2 and 5.3). On the other hand, for in vitro
applications, and especially for thermocycling (PCR), it is desirable to build stiff
thermoplastic-like devices with Tg above 100 ◦C [101].

3.3 Summary & Outlook

The combination of TEC and TEpC enables a versatile toolbox approach for the
synthesis of two-stage curing thermosetting polymers. Compared to conventional
one-stage curing thiol-ene (TE) thermosets, two-stage TEE thermosets feature en-
hanced functionality in terms of temporally controlled chemical and mechanical
properties. This renders them highly suitable for rapid prototyping and back-end
processing of biomedical microdevices, but also potentially for aiding cyclic design-
ing processes in industrial manufacturing. However, for biomedical microdevice
applications the approaches that have been introduced so far have to be further
improved and expanded. Despite that both TE and TEE thermosets show promis-
ing material properties, methods that are suitable for microdevice fabrication have
to be developed, and standard processes should be established. The next chapter
will discuss the manufacturability of both (OS)TE- and TEE-based microdevices.



Chapter 4

Thiol-Ene & Thiol-Ene-Epoxy
Microfabrication

This chapter is about fabrication methods for thiol-ene- and thiol-ene-epoxy-based
microdevices. The chapter aims to demonstrate the the various microfabrication
abilities of both thiol-ene and thiol-ene-epoxy thermosets by showing two main
microstructuring methods, and one versatile surface modification approach. The
first section will introduce the reaction injection molding (RIM) of TEE thermosets.
The second section will discuss the photostructuring of both (OS)TE and TEE
thermosets. Furthermore, surface modification of TEE will be discussed in the
third section.

4.1 Reaction Injection Molding of Thiol-Ene-Epoxy

As discussed in the previous chapter TEE thermosets can be cured in two-stages;
one intermediate highly reactive rubbery stage, and a final fully cured glassy stage.
RIM of TEE thermosets was developed to take advantage of the two-stage curing
process of TEE in combination with high-fidelity micromolding (Paper 3 ) [113].
This combination (called OSTE+RIM) makes it possible to fabricate glass-slide-
sized (or bigger) monolithic layers with micro-scale features (and potentially down
to the nano-scale).

The first step in the OSTE+RIM process is to mix the TEE pre-polymer (Figure
4.1). This can be done by mixing the monomers and initiators by vortexing followed
by degassing (to remove air bubbles). Prior to injection of the pre-polymer mix, the
parts of the mold are assembled. A UV-light transparent release liner is positioned
on top of the mold cavity to facility demolding and handling of the part after curing.
A transparent window (e.g. of glass, PMMA etc.) is positioned on top of the release
liner and clamped together with the mold cavity using a fixture (step 1). By using a
syringe, the pre-polymer mixture is then injected into the assembled mold through
an injection inlet. A vent located on the opposite side of the mold cavity can

39
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Figure 4.1: Process for rapid prototyping by OSTE+RIM.

be used for evacuating the air that is trapped inside the mold chamber. This is
followed by a first thiol-ene curing step, which is performed by UV-light exposure
for a suitable time period (typically between 1 – 10 min). At this initial curing
step (step 2), it is important to avoid high temperatures in order to enable a good
separation between the first thiol-ene curing step and the subsequent thiol-epoxy
curing step. After demolding, residual parts are cut off (step 3). The molded part
can then be aligned and bonded to other substrates by utilizing the reactive thiol
and epoxy surface chemistry (step 4 and 5). For this purpose, it is important to
maintain the first curing stage in order to enable later processes, such as bonding,
and surface modification (section 4.3), but also since a failed curing step separation
can lead to epoxy-gluing of the mold. In addition, it is also possible to cure OSTE
(and stoichiometric thiol-ene) by using RIM, but the benefits of two-stage curing
will be lost.

For OSTE+RIM the most important aspect is the mold design. The critical
dimension and the size range of the features to be molded will determine which
method is required for the fabrication of the mold itself (e.g. precision milling,
wet/dry etching, E-beam lithography etc.), and thus, what material(s) to use for
the fabrication of the mold.

In Paper 3, aluminium was used as a mold material since it provide excellent
properties for rapid prototyping of microfluidic devices in TEE thermosets. This is
mainly for two reasons:

1. Temperature stabilization: the first cure is a photoradical thiol-ene polymer-
ization process. This is an exothermic process that can cause polymer bulk
temperatures to rise above 60 ◦C [113]. This is sufficient to prematurely ac-
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Figure 4.2: Reaction injection molding of thiol-ene-epoxy thermosets enables fabrication
of transparent and thermoplastic-like microfluidic devices. a) Photograph of an aluminium
mold that is used to fabricate a device layer by the OSTE+RIM process. b) Photograph
of a bonded, fully cured, and liquid-filled TEE microfluidic chip.

celerate the anionic thiol-epoxy polymerization process of the second cure.
Aluminum has good thermal conductivity and can enable a better heat dis-
sipation than a plastic mold. Temperature stabilization can also be achieved
by using a Peltier element for active cooling.

2. Aluminum is a relatively cheap material that can be readily machined by
using precision milling, and the fabricated molds can be reused several times
(Figure 4.2a).
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A key benefit of thiol-ene based thermosets in RIM is that they exhibit a “de-
layed gelation”∗ effect during the free-radical polymerization [84]. The effect is that
much of the polymerization shrinkage occurs in the liquid (pre-gel) phase, as com-
pared to the post-gelation shrinkage exhibited during free-radical polymerization
of e.g. acrylates. This is an advantage with two-stage TEE RIM since it reduces
the built-in stress in the molded parts. In addition, shrinkage in the liquid phase is
compensated for by refilling of pre-polymer from the injection inlet and the vent.
Thus, OSTE+RIM will feature a shrinkage compensation effect that ultimately
improves the pattern fidelity, and reduces the stress of micromolded parts (Figure
4.2b and Paper 3 ).

OSTE+RIM enables rapid prototyping of thermoplastic-like microfluidic de-
vices with suitable chemical, mechanical and optical properties (as demonstrated in
Paper 3 ). However, since the first curing process is based on photoradical thiol-ene
polymerization the fabricated device-layers will be limited to planar layers, with
microstructures on only one side, and with no undercutting structures (due to the
need for a UV-light transparent window). Thus, this technique is currently suitable
for planar microfluidic devices or similar types of devices.

As with most micromolding techniques OSTE+RIM also suffers from limitations
in demolding of high aspect ratio parts, and molding of well- and pillar-arrays
can be challenging. Surface treatment of the mold might facilitate demolding of
features from deep trenches, as well as the inclusion of mold releasing agents into
the pre-polymer mix [59]. Furthermore, the surface roughness of the mold will be
replicated into the molded polymer part, which can interfere with microfluid flows,
and can limit optical clarity. These limitations have to be considered during both
the device and mold designing stages. An alternative to RIM is photostructuring
which is better suited for fabrication of both OSTE and TEE polymeric well- or
pillar arrays. Photostructuring will be discussed in the next section.

∗Gelation is explained in section 1.2.1: thermosets
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4.2 Photostructuring of Thiol-Ene & Thiol-Ene-Epoxy

Demolding of high aspect ratio structures such as arrays of tightly spaced micropil-
lars and microwells is difficult with OSTE+RIM. This section introduces an alter-
native microstructuring technique that is based on masked photopolymerization (or
photostructuring) of TE, OSTE, or TEE thermosets.

4.2.1 Photostructuring of OSTE
Photopolymerization of thiol-enes can enable mold-free microstructuring by utiliz-
ing a photomask to selectively mask regions in which polymerization is not desired.
After UV-light exposure the uncured monomers are washed away by using solvent
in a so-called development process (Figure 4.3a). This photostructuring approach
enables the use of TE-based resins in photolithography; in which they can be used
as a negative-tone resist (similar to SU-8), or alternatively in microdevice fab-
rication; in which TE thermosets can be used as a structural material (Figure
4.3b). Photostructuring of TE has been shown to enable microfeatures with good
quality [74, 114], to facilitate rapid prototyping of microfluidic devices [93], and
to enable photostructuring of well-controlled geometries of slanted and interlocked
micropillars [16]. In general, TE photostructuring is a straightforward method for
fabrication of planar microdevices and arrays.

An important issue with free-radical photopolymerization of TE is the tendency
for propagation of radicals under the opaque regions of photomasks, and an exces-
sive period of UV-light exposure (post-gelation) will cause so-called overexposure,
which reduces the quality of the photopatterned microstructures. This can be seen
as broadening of the photopatterns [114], or as a shift of the interface between the
masked region and the exposed region (i.e. the photomask feature boundary). In
the case of TE photostructuring the boundary will typically shift into the masked
region (Figure 4.4). To reduce photopattern broadening radical inhibitors are nor-
mally used, and the optimal UV-light exposure dose for each TE formulation have
to be experimentally obtained [74].

An investigation of photopattern broadening was done in Paper 4 [115]. Stoi-
chiometric TE formulations (ONSTE) were compared to off-stoichiometric formu-
lations (OSTE). The ene and thiol monomers that were used included the tri-
functional allyl TATATO, and the tetra-functional thiol PETMA, respectively. For
ONSTE it was observed that the photomask feature boundary shifted with > 15
µm under a masked region during overexposure (exposure for > 30 s). Interestingly,
for OSTE with an Othiol of 80 % the boundary shifted with < 10 µm. When the
overexposure was set to minimal it was found that OSTE showed a minimal bound-
ary shift compared to ONSTE. This effect was further investigated by performing
confocal Raman microscopy† of the boundary region (Figure 4.4). The resulting

†Confocal Raman microscopy is a microscopy method used for 3D imaging of functional groups
in different materials by utilizing their spectral (Raman) signatures.
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Figure 4.3: a) process for photostructuring of thiol-ene. b) images of photostructured
thiol-ene parts.

data showed that a stoichiometric imbalance of Othiol of 80 % causes the formation
of an enrichment–depletion zone at the boundary interface. It was suggested that
this phenomenon occurs since the imbalance of reacting monomers induce a locally
increased conversion rate in a zone adjacent to the interface (see Paper 4 for more
details). This effectively causes the formation of a more densely crosslinked region
at the photomask feature boundary which will improve the resolution compared to
ONSTE (Figure 4.5). Furthermore, due to this effect photostructuring of OSTE
could potentially be used for the synthesis of TE networks that features composi-
tional gradients at enrichment–depletion zones. This would include network zones
with varying refractive indices, mechanical, and chemical properties. More work is
needed to generalize this phenomenon for other monomer systems as well.

As explained above, the resolution of masked TE photostructuring is influenced
by the monomer stoichiometry. However, it should be noted that the resolution is
also heavily influenced by the wavelength of the exposure system, the optics used
for illumination, the quality of the photomask, and its proximity to the resist [116].
Glass or plastic photomasks are frequently used for rapid prototyping of polymeric
biomedical microdevices in academia. To reach good resolution with these type
of photomasks they are typically placed in contact with the pre-polymer. If using
OSTE resins this can cause issues such as photomask stiction, or thickness inhomo-
geneities after the exposure process, which is due to the relatively low viscosity of
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the pre-polymer. These issues can be addressed by using fluorinated photomasks
and thickness defining spacers (onto which the photomasks are pressed). Nonethe-
less, these problems remain for photostructuring of spin-coated films (with small
thicknesses) since the use of very thin spacers is unpractical. Thus, future de-
velopment of thiol-ene-based resins/resists for contact-mode photostructuring and
lithography is needed to improve the microdevice manufacturing abilities of these
type of materials for photostructuring techniques. Alternatively, maskless optical
projection, e-beam lithography, or two-photon laser systems can potentially be used
to further improve the resolution in OSTE photostructuring, but the use of these
systems is typically not suitable for rapid prototyping.

4.2.2 Photostructuring of Thiol-Ene-Epoxy
In Paper 5 the concept of photostructuring was applied to two-stage UV/UV-light
curing TEE [117]. As we have seen in the previous chapter (ch. 3) and in the
section about OSTE+RIM (section 4.1), it is important to separate the two curing
stages in order to fully utilize the processing properties of two-stage TEE. Thus,
aluminum molds and spacers were used in Paper 5 to both enable separation of the
curing stages by active cooling, but also to define the thickness of the layers during
photostructuring. By utilizing the process that is shown in Figure 4.6 it was pos-
sible to fabricate a three-layer microfluidic device. Each layer was photostructured
during a first curing stage. After development in acetone, and subsequent drying,
the layers were aligned, clamped, and bonded by UV-initiating the second cure,
and by thermally accelerating the polymerization. The fabricated devices (Figure
4.7a) were stiff at room temperature and featured inherently hydrophilic surfaces
(water contact angle of 67 ± 5◦), which is suitable for microfluidic devices.

Key advantages with photostructuring of two-stage TEE networks includes:

• photostructuring of high aspect ratio features in thick layers (Figure 4.7b)

• possibility for epoxy- and thiol-click-based surface modification after the first
cure

• possibility for dry-bonding of photostructured layers at room temperature,
which is advantageous in e.g. packaging of temperature sensitive materials,
components, or biological elements

• hydrophilic surfaces after full cure

These features are not readily obtained with other polymers such as PDMS, SU-8,
COC, PMMA etc. [44,117]. On the other hand, the drawbacks with this fabrication
technique include:

• light reflection at interfaces have to be minimized by suitable means (e.g.
using light absorbing materials)
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• difficulty in handling of delicate layers after the first cure (i.e. if the elastic
modulus of the TEE network is low, or if the features are fragile).

• solvents used during the developing process might cause leaching of unreacted
epoxy groups from the network. This might require the use of a formulation
with already partially reacted epoxy monomers after the first cure, in order
to “tie” epoxy monomers to the network.

• solvents might cause swelling of partially cured networks

To conclude, as a rapid prototyping method for the fabrication of large devices
this method is perhaps too complicated compared to OSTE+RIM. This method is
more useful when it comes to fabrication of hard-to-mold microfluidic components
(such as thin layers, well or pillar arrays), which also requires later integration
into larger devices (such as OSTE+RIM cartridges, printed circuit boards, or other
microdevices). As we will see in section 5.3 photostructuring of TEE networks
can also be used for fabrication of biomaterials, although further improvements are
needed for both the fabrication method itself and the TEE formulations.
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4.3 Surface Modification of Thiol-Ene-Epoxy

Surface modification processes such as passivation of surfaces, tuning of wettability,
and coupling of biomolecules etc. are critical in many biomedical applications.
Thus, an advantage with OSTE thermosets is their surface properties which enables
straightforward surface modification. Carlborg et al., demonstrated that the excess
of unreacted thiol groups at the surface of OSTE thermosets could be utilized for
thiol-ene “click” surface modification [88]. As shown in Figure 4.8a, this could be
done by grafting monomers or oligomers to OSTE surfaces with either allyl excess
(OSTE-allyl) or thiol excess (OSTE-thiol). In addition, by using photomasks in
combination with photografting they also showed that it was possible to selectively
pattern regions with the desired molecules, and that hydrophobic or hydrophilic
regions could be patterned on the same surface.

Depending on the chosen initiation mechanism it is also possible to graft oligomer
chains from OSTE surfaces (Figure 4.8b). Pardon et al., utilized a combination of
both photoradical graft-from and graft-to surface modifications for selective hy-
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used to create surface thiyl radicals by hydrogen abstraction. X represents another radical
chain which can cause termination via radical coupling, or alternatively, dissolved oxygen
molecules which causes termination via peroxyl radical formation.
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drophobic/hydrophilic photografting of microfluidic channels in OSTE chips [93].
This was done by first performing photostructuring of OSTE-allyl and OSTE-thiol
in order to fabricate the layers of the microfluidic chips. These layers were then
bonded together before the surface modification process. Finally, the surface modifi-
cation process required consecutive steps of filling and rinsing of the microchannels
to provide reagents, or to wash away unbounded molecules. In general, surface
modification is a back-end process which is preferably done before bonding of the
microfluidic layers of a chip. However, since bonding of OSTE layers requires that
one layer is formulated with an ene-group excess, and the other with a thiol-group
excess, it is difficult to achieve a one-step hydrophilic/hydrophobic surface modi-
fication for both OSTE-allyl and OSTE-thiol at the same time. Thus, functional
groups on the microstructured parts should ideally be similar to reduce the number
of back-end processing steps. This problem is avoided when using two-stage TEE
thermosets, in which the dual thiol-epoxy surface chemistry provides an excellent
bonding capability, as well as enabling a versatile surface modification platform.
For this reason, surface modification prior to bonding of two-stage TEE thermosets
were investigated in Paper 6 [118]. The TEE networks were cured so that the
surfaces featured unreacted thiol and epoxy groups after the first cure. The thiol
groups were utilized in a graft-from surface modification process. This process
enabled three important fabrication functions:

1. hydrophobic or hydrophilic surface modification before the bonding process

2. photopatternable surface modifications

3. bonding of surface modified layers via both thiol-epoxy and epoxy-epoxy cou-
pling

These functions were enabled by copolymerization of methacrylates together with
epoxy functional allyls (Figure 4.9). To demonstrate the microdevice manufacturing
ability of this process, three-layer microfluidic chips were fabricated by using two-
stage TEE photostructuring (see Paper 6 for fabrication details). Prior to bonding
of the photostructured layers they were first photografted with both hydrophobic
and hydrophilic groups (Figure 4.10a), which enabled the fabrication of passive
hydrophobic valves (Figure 4.10b).

During the process of free-radical photografting, chain transfer and homopoly-
merization occurs between freely moving monomers. This includes the diffusion of
oligomeric radicals, which can cause modification or fouling on undesired regions
during photopatterning. This is a drawback with the above mentioned approach
and further work is needed to investigate the properties of the surface-grafted
copolymers in order to establish standard surface modification protocols. In ad-
dition, alternative techniques for hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface modification of
OSTE are now being developed to enable in-situ modification already during the
molding process [119,120].
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Wettability photografting from thiol & epoxy functional surfaces using BP as initiator
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Figure 4.9: The chemistry involved during HDFDMA/AGE and HEMA/AGE pho-
tografting from thiol-ene-epoxy surfaces after the first curing stage. The resulting hy-
drophobic/hydrophilic surfaces can be bonded via thiol-epoxy or epoxy-epoxy coupling
after the surface modification due to the inclusion of epoxy functional groups in the grafted
chains (freely adapted from Paper 6 ).
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UV-light exposure

thiol-ene-epoxy
after first cure

transparent part of
photomask

liquid for
hydrophobic
modification

hydrophobic pattern

unmodified thiol-ene-epoxy

wash

UV-light exposure

1) wash hydrophilic 
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add liquid
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water droplets
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2) perform
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Photo: Xiamo Zhou

photopatterned passive valves in a 
photostructured TEE microfluidic chip

hydrophilic
channel

hydrophobic
channel

conceptual sketch

b)

chip filled with colored water

Figure 4.10: a) The concept for hydrophobic and hydrophilic surface energy patterning
on first-cured thiol-ene-epoxy by using a photomask. a) Concept sketch and a photo-
graph of the microfluidic chip that was fabricated by firstly using two-stage TEE photo-
structuring, followed by hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface energy patterning, and finally
thiol-epoxy/epoxy-epoxy bonding to seal the chip. Freely adapted from Paper 6.

4.4 Summary & Outlook

Design of biomedical microdevices is typically a cyclic (iterative) process which in-
volves technical exploration and testing of several early concepts by prototyping.
Early-stage prototyping typically relies on rapid fabrication of simple and inexpen-
sive prototypes. Thus, working with easy-to-use materials in low-cost and uncompli-
cated fabrication processes is highly desirable. For this reason, surrogate materials
are typically used (e.g. PDMS, 3D-printed polymers, milled/laser-ablated thermo-
plastics etc.). On the other hand, these surrogate materials are typically replaced
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with high-performance and industrially adapted materials during the manufactur-
ing of the final design (e.g. injection-molded thermoplastics etc.). If the surrogate
materials enable rapid prototyping but also high-fidelity microstructuring, with in-
dustrially relevant back-end processes and material properties, this transition will
increase its chances for success (Table 4.1).

To conclude, in this chapter it was demonstrated that both thiol-ene and thiol-
ene-epoxy thermosets feature the characteristics of excellent rapid prototyping ma-
terials. The versatility in available fabrication approaches and the tunable nature of
the materials further suggests that future industrial transitions of thiol-ene and/or
thiol-ene-epoxy thermosets are attractive. The next chapter will show a few exam-
ples that highlight the fabrication versatility and material tunability for biomedical
microdevice applications.
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Chapter 5

Biomedical Applications

As introduced in chapters 2–3, both OSTE and TEE allow for tuning of their
chemical and mechanical properties. Furthermore, it was shown in chapter 4 that
these thiol-based polymer platforms allow for rapid prototyping methods such as
OSTE+RIM, OSTE/TEE photostructuring, but also for back-end processes such
as surface modification and bonding. This chapter will demonstrate two differ-
ent applications in which either OSTE or TEE thermosets serves as the enabling
materials. In the first section, it will be demonstrated how OSTE can be used
as a structural material, but also as a material which enables integration of thin
metallic films for on-chip liquid encapsulation, storage, and on-demand release. In
the second section, there will be a short introduction to polymeric in vivo neural
microdevices. Finally, in the third section, it will be shown how the mechanical
properties of TEE networks can be tuned to potentially enhance the biocompati-
bility of neural probes.

5.1 Liquid Encapsulation, Storage & Release

An essential function in microfluidic LOC systems is to provide appropriate liq-
uid handling for the desired application. In addition, there several challenging
requirements to fulfill when designing these systems for applications such as POCT
(see section 1.2.2). In general, it is required that the liquid handling processes is
small enough to fit inside a hand-held system. This includes adding liquid buffers
and reagents to samples, or releasing substances in precisely timed and volume-
defined sequences without the use of external equipment. Furthermore, a person
who operates these kind of devices should rely on fast and autonomous on-chip
processes that requires minimal hands-on-time. For these reasons, it is attractive
to take advantage of on-chip storage of liquid reagents or buffers etc., which can be
released and mixed with the sample on-demand (according to a pre-programmed
algorithm). There are several different solutions for on-chip storage which includes
storage of different physical forms of substances (e.g. liquid, freeze-dried, gelified)

57
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in (micro)containers that can consists of different materials (e.g. Si, glass, Al,
polymeric), which offers different volume capacities (e.g. sub-nanoliter to several
hundreds of microliters), and which show varying performance in terms of storage
and release functions (Table 5.1) [31,121–133].

For applications in which tiny liquid volumes are required (e.g. for bioarrays,
drug delivery etc.) it is desirable to store liquids in arrays of individual sub-
microliter volume partitions (e.g. wells/microreservoirs, microneedles, microcap-
sules etc.). However, there are several challenges related to the fabrication of these
kind of components (Figure 5.1). Firstly, sub-microliter liquid volumes are prone
to quick evaporation in ambient conditions, and once encapsulated they might un-
dergo pervaporation via the container walls (depending on the material and storage
conditions). Secondly, denaturation (i.e. loss function/activity) of biological ele-
ments is a critical issue during the processes of fabrication, storage, and release.
For this reason, exposure to high temperatures and harsh chemicals/solvents must
be avoided. It should also be noted that proteins typically undergo non-specific
adsorption to surfaces which might negatively affect their function [135].

Manufacturing stage Associated problem

1. Dispensing liquid

2. Bonding (harsh conditions)

3. Storage

well array

Evaporation!

Denaturation! 
(lost biological activity)°C

Pervaporation!

Figure 5.1: Challenges encountered during fabrication of microdevices for liquid encap-
sulation and storage.
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Batch-scale fabrication of silicon based microdevices for liquid encapsulation
can provide hermetic sealing of liquids in the sub-microliter range [130], but since
polymeric materials provide a wider range of attractive features (including good
compatibility with biological samples) they can often replace Si/glass [9, 12], al-
though, metallic sealing films are still needed to ensure long-term liquid storage.
Thus, for encapsulation of biological or temperature sensitive liquids in polymeric
arrays the following requirements should ideally be met by on-chip liquid storage
components:

• low temperature sealing under mild conditions
• storage of sub-microliter volumes in low foot-print arrays
• long-term storage (the time depends on the application and the achievable

stability of the encapsulated liquid under the given storage conditions)
• possibility for integration of liquid storage components to other components

(modules) in a LOC system
• scalable manufacturing and back-end processing of the components

In addition, to enable on-demand release of the encapsulated liquid, the components
must also provide:

• an integrated (rapid) release mechanisms with low foot-print
• a release mechanism that does not affect the integrity of the stored liquid
• control of individual wells

Both TEE [136] and OSTE based thermosets (Paper 7 ) can be used for fabrica-
tion of well arrays for liquid storage by using microstructuring techniques such as
molding or photostructuring. Due to the high crosslinking density of both OSTE
and TEE networks they have previously been shown to provide relatively good
barrier properties [25, 88]. In addition, both polymers exhibit surfaces with thiol
groups which can be used for integration to other materials. In particular, thiols
and thioethers are well-known for their spontaneous covalent coupling to Au. For
this reason, it is not necessary to use any two-stage curing TEE networks to enable
Au-film sealing. Thus, OSTE was the material of choice in Paper 7 for the fabrica-
tion of nanoliter well arrays for liquid storage [134]. In Paper 7, photostructuring
of OSTE was used to fabricate cylindrical wells of different volumes (1–330 nL).
The wells were first photostructured onto glass chips with patterned Au electrodes
(Figure 5.2a), then filled with PBS,∗ or dyed saline water. Secondly, the well arrays
were sealed by using either floatation sealing, with a < 300 nm thick Au film (Fig-
ure 5.2b), or supported gold film sealing, with a 200 nm thick Au film which had
previously been integrated to a structured OSTE sealing top layer (Figure 5.2c).
In general, floatation sealing enables sealing with both minimal liquid evaporation
and trapping of air. On the other hand, the supported gold film sealing method
can enable facile integration to other polymeric parts via the thiol-functional top

∗0.01 M phosphate buffered saline with 138 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, pH 7.4 at 25◦C
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Figure 5.2: a) Photostructuring of OSTE on glass chip with patterned Au electrodes. b)
Process for floatation sealing. c) Process for supported gold film sealing. Freely adapted
from Paper 7.
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layer. Although, both fabrication methods require further process development and
automation to avoid risk of device failure due to manual handling and alignment
(see paper 7 for details). Furthermore, long-term liquid storage in ambient con-
ditions was characterized for well arrays with several 330 nL wells. The weight
and the number of intact wells was recorded during 28 days. From this test it was
concluded that more than 90 % of all wells were still fully filled after one week.
However, after one week of storage there was an increase in the liquid loss rate,
and 50 % of all the encapsulated liquid was lost after 2–4 weeks. This increased
loss rate was suggested to have been caused by pervaporation-induced strain in the
Au film, which subsequently accelerated the rupturing of wells over time. Since the
currently used formulation of OSTE was not sufficiently water-proof further work
will be required to improve the barrier properties e.g. by using TEE and/or by
including nanoclays in the network [137].

A key feature of these microdevices is their integrated release mechanism which
is based on that the liquid is encapsulated between two Au electrodes, i.e. the
bottom electrode and the sealing Au film (Figure 5.3a). When applying a suitable
potential difference between the electrodes, on-demand liquid release is enabled
via two electrochemical rupturing mechanisms; anodic corrosion of the sealing film
(Figure 5.3b), or pneumatic rupturing of the sealing film due to the gas generated
from electrolysis (Figure 5.3c). The anodic corrosion is possible if the stored liquid
contains a suitable amount of chloride ions (e.g. using PBS buffer). The sealing gold
film then anodically corrodes (or etches) by the formation of chlorogold complexes
(above +1 V v.s. SCE) such as [138,139]:

Au + 4 Cl−(aq) −−→ AuCl4− + 3 e− (5.1)

If the potential difference between the electrodes is significantly increased (> 2.5 V)
the electrochemical process will be dominated by gas generation from electrolysis
(production of H2(g), O2(g), but also Cl2(g)† [138–140]):

2 H2O −−→ 2 H2(g) + O2(g) (5.2)

2 Cl− −−→ Cl2(g) + 2 e− (5.3)

Furthermore, it was concluded that the liquid release via the electrolysis process
could be performed within a few seconds, which was significantly faster than the
electrochemical etching process which required between 1–3 h. This result is ex-
pected for mainly two reasons. Firstly, the presence of contaminants, gas bubble
formation, and formation of a passivating layer [139] on the Au surface can cause
reduced etching rates. Secondly, low current densities ranging between 0.3–0.5
µAmm−2 were observed during etching (data not shown in Paper 7 ), which is ex-
pected to require more than 1 h‡ of etching. Increasing the potential difference
†the overpotential for O2 production is greater than for Cl2 production
‡by using eq. 5.1 it can be approximated that about 2 mC is required to oxidize 100 nm of a

1 mm in diameter Au film
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i) ii) iii)70 nL well

before release after release
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corroded regions
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Figure 5.3: a) Floatation sealed well array with two type of electrodes: the sealing
Au film, and the patterned bottom electrodes. b) The sealing Au film (top electrode) is
electrochemically etched via anodic corrosion. c) Fluorescently labeled liquid is released
from wells by electrolysis (well array is under a droplet of mineral oil), in which i) shows
the liquid filled well before the release is triggered (9V), ii) shows the well after release,
and iii) shows the fluorescence microscopy image of the well after liquid release. Freely
adapted from Paper 7.

will speed up the etch rate, but it will also lead to increased gas production, which
will quickly dominate the rupturing mechanism. Despite that electrolysis enables
a faster rupturing mechanism the gas generation causes sufficiently high pressure
to locally delaminate the Au sealing film around the edges of the wells (this can be
seen as the increased circumference of the ruptured film compared to the well in
Figure 5.3c). Since it is desired to enable control of individual isolated wells this
effect is obviously undesired, and further improvements might include the use of
rupturing-guiding patterns, such as sharp corners, to achieve better control. The
bottom layer electrode patterns can also be improved to feature separate electrodes
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for each well, in order to avoid short-circuiting as well as to enable single-well
control. Finally, the effects on the integrity of the stored liquid during long-term
storage, and after electrochemical release, are yet to be investigated.

To conclude, despite the need for design improvements the demonstrated ap-
proach for liquid encapsulation and release in OSTE based microdevices is promis-
ing due to possibility for using low-temperature fabrication processes. Further-
more, OSTE enables in-situ sealing of liquid-filled microwell arrays via sponta-
neous thiol/thioether-Au bonding, as well as providing the possibility for further
integration via thiol-click chemistry. Finally, compared to conventional external
electrochemical well rupturing [129, 138, 141] the design demonstrated here does
not require the fabrication of external reference and counter electrodes, which ulti-
mately reduces device foot-print.
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5.2 Polymeric in vivo Neural Microdevices

The construction of brain-electronic interfaces using neural microdevices and bio-
electronics is a growing multidisciplinary field [4, 142]. Neural microdevices have
applications ranging from research on brain function to the treatment of neurologi-
cal disorders. However, there are several challenges related to the biocompatibility
of in vivo neural microdevices including their long-term material stability, their me-
chanical matching with tissues, and their foreign body responses [143, 144]. Since
conventional neural microdevices rely on hard electronic materials they typically
elicit foreign body responses in biological tissue. Polymeric neural microdevices
have therefore gained interest since they can better match the characteristics of
neural tissue. The use of polymeric neural microdevices have for example been
demonstrated in vivo for chronic pain treatment [145], for optogenetic control of
neurons [143], and for neural recording [142,146].

It should be noted that when designing a polymer-based microdevice which is
intended to be used for an in vivo application the first concern should be biocom-
patibility. Biocompatibility is a complex characteristic of a system which has to
include both a material and a biological host. The term biocompatibility in the
context of a microdevice in contact with a biological host can be described as the
ability of the device to perform its intended function for a certain application with
an appropriate host response [147,148]. The meaning of appropriate host response
can be different depending on the application. For example, in some applications
it is desirable that the microdevice is degraded by the host without causing any
harm to the host [149], but in another application it might be required that the
microdevice resides within the host throughout the host’s life without causing any
unwanted effects [150].

5.3 Neural Probes Based on Thiol-Ene-Epoxy

Compared to deep brain stimulating implants, which provides electrical stimulation,
the aim with implantable “neural probes” is to enable a communication link between
the brain and an external device. This requires the design of probes which can
transduce the bioelectric signals from the brain into electric signals in electronic
devices [146]. For this reason, neural probes typically feature several low-impedance
electrodes that enable neural signal recording from multiple neurons in the brain
with a suitable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [151]. To ensure stable long-term signal
recordings, the neural probes must also be designed in a way that enables them to
be anchored in a fixed location within the brain. However, an implanted material
typically becomes encapsulated in a fibrous capsule due to fibrosis (scar formation),
which is incurred by the body’s own immune response to foreign objects [152–154].
This is a drawback for neural recording since it degrades the SNR and negatively
affects the recording ability. Thus, minimizing tissue responses is of key importance
for the successful operation and biocompatibility of the neural recording system.
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When it comes to the selection of suitable materials for fabricating neural probes
it is clear that the use of stiff probe materials is problematic. A stiff material induce
tissue strain in proximity to the probe, which in turn contributes to fibrosis, and loss
of signal. It has been shown that implantation of silicon probes elicits a more severe
tissue response compared to when using flexible polymeric probe materials [144].
For this reason, conventional microfabrication polymers such as SU-8 and PI have
often been used since they show good processing performance in UV-lithography-
based fabrication techniques. However, both SU-8 and PI are very stiff polymers
compared to the soft brain tissue (Table 5.2), and therefore, the fabricated neural
probes have to be made very thin (10–20 µm [151]) in order for them to be flexible,
and to follow the micromotions of the brain without inducing tissue strain. This
makes it complicated to insert the neural probes into the brain since they easily
deform (and break).

TEE hybrid networks can be easily tuned to feature a wide range of mechanical
properties (Table 5.2). Thus, the insertion process as well as the flexibility of a TEE
neural probe can be improved by tuning the TEE network to be stiff and rigid during
the probe insertion, but as similar to brain tissue as possible once the probe has
been inserted. For this reason different TEE networks were synthesized in Paper 8
with the aim of finding suitable mechanical properties [103]. The monomers that
were used included the tri-functional thiol TMPEIC, the di-, and tri-functional
allyls TMPDE and TAT, and the multifunctional epoxy D.E.N.TM 431 (Figure
5.4) By varying the thiol-epoxy content as well as the ratio between di- and tri-
functional allyls, it was possible to tune the Tg of the resulting TEE networks so
that it came close to the temperature of brain tissue, which is 37 ◦C (Figure 5.5a).
It was found that both the mechanical properties as well as the performance during
photostructuring was affected by the ratio between di-allyl and tri-allyl. To achieve
suitable fabrication properties the amount of TAT had to be increased to reach
almost the same proportion as TMPDE in the network (which had 50 % more thiol
functional groups than allyl functional groups). The fabricated probes were tested
by inserting them into an agar gel at different temperatures. Agar is a polymer
network with low storage moduli in the range of 30–2300 kPa [156], and hence, it
could be used as a simple brain tissue model. It was concluded that active cooling
was required to maintain a stiff state (i.e. below Tg) of the fabricated TEE neural
probes (Figure 5.5b) during insertion into agar at 40 ◦C (see Paper 8 for details).

An advantage with these types of tunable TEE networks is that the free-radical
polymerization of the thiol-ene component enables a thermal transition (i.e. the
Tg) to occur within a narrow temperature range. This is due to the absence of
homopolymerization in thiol-enes, and compared to e.g. acrylate-based networks,
thiol-enes exhibits a more uniform crosslink density [83, 84]. This is an impor-
tant feature when designing neural probes since it provides a narrow temperature
window for switching between a sufficiently stiff state to a soft mechanical state
(e.g. from stiff at room temperature to soft/flexible at 37 ◦C). On the other hand,
this feature can be difficult to handle for probes with low thermal masses in which
thermal transitions occur rapidly, and it was concluded in Paper 8 that future
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Figure 5.4: Monomers used for fabrication of neural probes.

development is needed to ensure mechanisms for maintaining an suitable stiffness
during insertion. This might include development of active cooling components for
these type of devices (e.g. integrated Peltier elements).

Finally, it should also be noted that the fabrication method that was used for the
TEE neural probes was based on conventional photolithography of thin TEE pre-
polymer layers (ranging from a few micrometers to tens of micrometers). Thus, this
process required development of standardized protocols for spin-coating. Moreover,
to achieve good resolution during photostructuring contact-mode photomasking
was required which caused stiction of the photomask. This further complicated
the fabrication process since it required the use of a sacrificial low-adhesion film
that was deposited on the spun TEE layer. Future development of mask-releasing
agents and photomask surface treatment protocols are needed.
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Paper 8.

5.4 Summary & Outlook

In this chapter it was demonstrated that both the OSTE and the TEE polymer
platforms can be used as tools for rapid prototyping of novel biomedical microde-
vices with different design concepts and application areas.

It was shown that photostructuring of OSTE is highly functional method for
fabrication of integrated devices such as well arrays for liquid storage. However,
from a polymer materials perspective more work is needed to enhance the barrier
properties of OSTE.

TEE based prototyping of neural probes demonstrated the compatibility of pro-
totype re-designing (in terms of tuning chemical and mechanical material proper-
ties) without necessarily having to substitute or redevelop fabrication and back-end
processes. Importantly, more research is needed for further development of these
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type of neural probes, and there are several chemical, mechanical, and long-term
stability factors that needs to be considered in relation to the biocompatibility of
TEE materials.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis presented the development of new materials and techniques for fabrica-
tion of biomedical microdevices. These included:

• A new approach to controllably perform microstructuring and back-end pro-
cessing during microdevice fabrication by using two-stage curing TEE ther-
mosets

• Discovery of novel mechanism for OSTE photostructuring

• Two microstructuring techniques (OSTE+RIM & photostructuring) for mi-
crodevice fabrication using two-stage TEE thermosets

• A novel approach for combined surface modification and bonding of microflu-
idic chips by using two-stage curing TEE thermosets

In addition, this thesis also demonstrated relevant biomedical applications of OSTE
and TEE thermosets which was highlighted by:

• Fabrication of polymeric microdevices for long-term nanoliter liquid encapsu-
lation, and on-demand electrochemical release

• Fabrication of implantable polymeric neural microdevices (probes) with en-
hanced biocompatibility

Below follows a short summary of the main conclusions from each paper that con-
tributed to this thesis:

Paper 1: In vitro cell viability of OSTE
In vitro cell viability tests on OSTE suggested that monomer leaching and/or
high surface density of free thiol groups is cytotoxic and limiting for applica-
tions such as cell based studies. Thus, fully cured TEE networks are more
suitable for cell studies [38].
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Paper 2: Controllable two-stage curing of TEE thermosets
Development of materials and methods for two-stage TEE networks has en-
abled new previously inaccessible capabilities for microdevice fabrication with
thermosets. Compared to one-stage curing thermosets, e.g. TE or PDMS,
controlled two-stage curing enables polymers with a “processing mode”; fea-
turing thiol (and epoxy) modular surfaces, and an “operational mode”; with
suitable end-properties (e.g. thermoplastic-like). Further development of two-
stage hybrid networks will expand the available material properties both after
the first and second curing stage.

Paper 3, 5, & 6: Microstructuring & surface modification of two-stage TEE
thermosets
The recently developed microdevice fabrication technique OSTE+RIM has
enabled easy-to-use rapid prototyping of thermoplastic-like microfluidic chips
in academic settings. Future development of this technique will be required
in terms of both design of high-quality micro-/nano-scale molds, and develop-
ment of OSTE+RIM-adapted two-stage curing TEE networks that can enable
a wider range of chemical and mechanical properties. In addition, develop-
ment of non-photoinitiated two-stage curing TEE circumvents the need for a
transparent window in the molds for RIM, and thus, the mold cavities could
feature micro-replication structures on both the top and bottom surfaces.
Furthermore, the technique that was developed for photostructuring of TEE
thermosets is promising for fabrication of high-resolution and high-aspect ra-
tio TEE microcomponents. Two-stage TEE photostructuring enabled the
fabrication of hard-to-mold microcomponents in combination with (photopat-
ternable) surface modification prior to bonding, which is highly advantageous
for microdevice manufacturing.

Paper 4: A novel photostructuring mechanism
We reported the discovery of a new photostructuring mechanism occurring in
OSTE thermosets which might enable novel material functions such as 2.5D
photopatternable compositional gradients. This mechanism suggests that
high-resolution (sub-micron or nano-scale) patterns could be readily achiev-
able for direct lithography of OSTE via radical polymerization. Future work
is required to investigate this mechanism and its potential applications.

Paper 7: Nanoliter liquid storage & on-demand release
This technique is promising for the future development portable diagnostic
tests in which storage of temperature sensitive liquids such as biochemicals are
required. Furthermore, storage and on-demand release of various chemicals
have several applications within biomedicine, for example for in vivo drug
delivery. Future development of this technique includes improving the yield of
the fabrication process, improving polymer barrier properties, and optimizing
the design for release of liquid from single wells.
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Paper 8: Implantable TEE neural probes
By using the tunable characteristics of TEE networks it was possible to fab-
ricate neural probes with tailor-made mechanical properties. The fabricated
probes were demonstrated to feature improved flexibility compared to conven-
tional probe materials. In addition, by tuning the Tgs of the probe materials to
a physiological temperature a new probe insertion mode was achieved, which
provided a stiff mechanical state during insertion, and a flexible/rubbery state
after implantation. Further research on the biocompatibility of these type of
TEE probes was recently published (not by our group) and it was shown
that the probes show in vitro and in vivo test results which is similar to
PI [105,144].

To conclude this thesis, both the OSTE and TEE polymer platforms show
a multitude of properties which frequently enable design improvements and easier
prototyping abilities of biomedical microdevices (compared to conventional polymer
platforms). That includes the development of integrated (bio)chemical, microflu-
idic, and electronic components. These material platforms will potentially bridge
the gap between academia and industry in several instances due to their industri-
ally applicable properties and ease-of-use. In addition, I believe that OSTE and
TEE thermosets will not only be used as packaging, cartridge, or coating materi-
als but will be used as active components in nanomaterials, functional interfaces,
biomaterials, and stimuli responsive materials etc.
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